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CHAPTER I 

DIVERSION: POLICY .ISSUES 

Diversion of defendants and prospectiv~ defendants from the ~riminal jus~,· 

tice sys,tem offers possibilities for reduction incpre-~Jnd post-tria] confine

ment capacity requirements - the focal issue of this project. 8a.sed on the 

experience of many contEmlporary diversion programs, the impact might not be 

great. In these jurisdictions most "d.ivertees" have already gained pretrial 

release when selected for a program; or they would have been granted "this in 

the absence of a diversion program. Moreover, few of them, if prosecuted and 

convic;ted, would have been sentenced to prison or jail. There are opportuni. 

ties, however, for significant reduction in jail use through the diversion 

process, as will be developed in Chapter II. 

Advocates of diversion are not, generally speaking, concerned so much 

with jail population as with the wen~being and. future prospects of various 
I 

classes of criminal suspects or defe!~dants. It also is based on a belief that 

there are more effective ways than application of criminal sanctions to turn 

many people away from criminal careers. Another argument for diversion is 

its benefits in reducing impossibly high court. workloads in many jurisdictions. 

Rationales for Diversion 

Arguments for the practice of diversion range widely - varying at times 

with defendant category or type of diversion program in question. There are 

four general considerations often urged. Simply stated, they go like this: 

"." 

1. The experience of criminal justice processing for a defen

dant, associated with the stigma this confers, rather than deterring 

hi'm from further crimes can act, in effect, as an inducement. The 
) 

1 
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" " 

liabilities of a criminal record restrict his vO.cational and social 

,oPPo,rtunities" They make him a more likely ta,rget of sllbsequent' 

arrests and convictions. This and the victim's conviction/punish""l 

merli~ experience lo~er his self-esteem and con.fidence. His acquaint-
;, " 

anceship with chronic offenders and criminal behavior patterns may 

be enlarged asa result of time spent ,jn jail, prison" or lireform 
. ;;;;--•• " >---

school~1I He becomes more vulnerable than before to occasions for 

crime. This critical view of the effects of criminal justice pro

cesses on defendants is reinforced by growing literature which argues 

that correctional rehabilitation programs,' on balance,do not pre

vent recidivism.l 

2. Criminal justice processing becomes increasingly expensive 

at each succeeding stage and level of sanction employed. The. l11()re 

costly procedures and sanctions should be reserved for very seriQus 

cases or chronic offenders charged with comparatively serious crimes." 

In many jurisdictions court systems have become overloaded - jails. 
" and,; pri sons overcrowded. Oi versi on offers a means of cutti ng back 

or at least containing these burdens, wh,ile assuring use of IOOre 

drastic and more expensive methods where they are most needed~ 

3. Criminal justice is not the appropriate system'to deal with 

many people who, by tradition, are brought under its-control. SUfch 

, groups are various'ly defined, but they have in corranon some problem 

which IIpoints" them toward crime and which is believed to be amen

able to methods which are either not available or work less well 

within criminal justice than within civil law, health, education, 

or other areas of human service. 

. ~.'. 
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4. Criminal laws and crimiinal law enforcement bear unevenly 
\ .. ~-

on the least a~vant,aged or mos(~roblem-ridden elements of society ... . ,.' 

the poor, racial and ethnic minorities, th~ young, the uneducated, 
:. . 

',P-
the chronically unemployed. The i:thical improprieties, social de- .!} 

viations, and even criminal behavior of the mor~ affluent and polit-

ically powerful are less'subject to public, intervention and penal 

sanctions. Divt:!rsicn prpgrams can be designed to reduce such inS',ti~ 

tutionalized .discrimination. 2 

Some Pros and Cons 

The NationJ,l Advisory Commission on Criminal Justic~ Standards and Goals " ., ~ . 

devoted chapters in its reports on Correcti6ns and on Courts to the s'u~ject 

of diversion in which it reviewed measures from decriminalization to pretri~ll " 

diversion with reference both to, adults an~·.juven·i1es. ' The COlmlission urgefJ 

the adoption of fonnal diversion programs and proposed factors to consider' 

in selectio.n of candidates and procedures to be ,followed'. 3 Literatur'e on p're

trial diversion' has expanded since the Commission's re;iews were conducted,,' 

,; 

Recent reports point up issues of ethics and law as well ~s of the inte;~rl!-c>/~ 
, >"'. i"7/ 

taticHIJ of facts, at times beyond those considered by theColTll1ission. 'Thf{ 
! - -. - ..' '/'/>' 

thrust of much of this writing is one of caution and, in spmeinst.aiices, skep
. ,'4, 

ticism toward pretrial diversion as exemplified in some progr,ams$ ~_. 

>~/ 
""" .y" 

N 1'::':'~:-:"._ 

Some critics would eliminate fonnal div~rsion pr,ograrns: (1) because ,of~·;,~::::.t:;;:., . 
. ~~,. 

''< 

potential hazards to defendants who either ~ight not have been pros~cyted in 

'the absence of such a.pr,ogram or, if prgsecuted, ~ight have. been. acquitted; 

(2) because, such pr,ograms dr~in rosources rrom already impoverished agencies, 

such as' probation, for convicted offenders. Others do not reject,diversion 

3 
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but urge ,emphasis on alternative possibilities'arid caution i,n the impleme~ta

tio!'lofdiversion., A,.,.briefsummary. ofthese.viewpoints'ahdpro\Josal S" is pro~' 
" - . "- " 

vided below. 
/ 

;-
/ 

1. Forcertaj;fi kinds of offenses, deer-iminal ization is a 
/:' 

/-

more practical/course than continued use of arrest fOl'lowed by 

widespread,use of diversion. Examples of such. offenses would 

be publlc intoxication and possession of drug5~for personal u~e,; 
(. • /)- ': ' ,~->' 

~ .-. - -.,;.---

/'.'., .. ...... ! 
o "'i;" . .JJ9;_d~ 

Drug ~ossessi6n. In California, during 1974, half of al1'parsOnsin'cur:' 

'll····· 
'.! It 

ring prosefutor charges for felony marihuana offenses were diverted unde,r pro~' 
, ~ "E~' '~-.-;" " • 

visions of Penal Code Section 1000. It is probable that at leastthre~fourth~ 
- ':r ,~:,;, 

of/those charged with possessing small quantities - and not ha\!ing'a prior j// . ,,'., .. '. tP 
, , " I' ., .'; j:f 

cY'imina1 record - were diverted. . ,.' (";., .' " :Jl 
" ,.' )1' .", 

Among those diverted almost nine out of t.engained dismiss.aFof ch.~rgestr 
.. J 

after an average of about seven months ind'iversi on sta~;us.. ~any hundreds ofr 

dollars were spent, per case, tomake arrests, screen and evajluate cases, ,., 
. ,: It 

make' selections, provide supervision' and services, and take f!1 nal action. 
II 

. b 
There is little evidence to prove that the supervision and s~rvices were es-

senti~ll to success in most cases, or that case selection might not have;'been 

done more simply and at, less cost. 

If a law has so 1 i ttl e pop~~lar support as the above fi gures reflect, 

there is a real question as to'the~wisdom of keeping thelawon1;he books and 
, ' 

spend'inglarge amounts of tax money, first to arrest. then, 'fn most ca~:,~,_,~iv~r_t 

violators. (For more detail and references o",CaHfc:ftnfa';s'PCc'l-OOO diversion 

program, see Chapter III.) 

~~:;t: ' 'Pilblic' Inebriation. Ina number of communities todaY,where "public -. 
intoxi'catiQI'l is still a, criminal offens~', half or more of perscms taken into 

. -

custody by police are, taken to alcohol detox centers M and half or more of the., 
(}) 
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balance are released from j,ail in a matter of hours~ Comparatively few person~: " 
i~,: 

_a~;_ prosecuted, and many of these receive, as a final diSPo~,~tl0n, a suspended" 

sentence or Ilbehch' p)"obation. II >/ 

.:; 

, / 

Aga.in; the question arises as: to whether the;.,friminal 1aw and th~ cTjmfilal 

justice system should be involved at "all 'in the"matter dfpiJblic jnelfriation. 
. .., .-. -~ ~ 

These examples point up a key issue .. frf' the ar~~ ',!If:~(flversion' policy 
.) ~ .. _., ~~.-

planning. The alternatives may not be:j~s;;di\versiO'~l/ersus full p~osecution.·\: 
. ,:./ 

In respect to: some kinds of behavi6t~ there is the adciitiQ!1~lpossibility of 

decriminalization. 
..:.. -/ 

Limitations of Decriminalization:~~TI11S- pl"oject didnoJ~llnd~rtake asttJdy ." 

of d,~criminalizati()n. Enough was. learned,. ,hdWever,topernlit the '.commelit'th~1:' 

the rt'ute of decriminaHzation.istortuQus .and"strewn with obstacles that can - -. --.. ~=-

dimini sh anti cipated effects or gi va ri se to de vel opments whi ch may not",;have 

been foreseen. 

As to public intoxication, for example, this is a corranuni~yprobl~m:.· 

that cannot be simply ignored. Some publicly funded arrangements fm--emerQ?ncY 
;. F~;:f --. , 

transportation and care are needed, at least for theiridigerJt'homel~ssaTcoholi'c:'" 

,,-lYing on the sidewalk in a stupor and possi bly;.r;ourtingdeith. By the$a~e"': '.. ,. 

,::~~';Oken, both merchants and th~ir custom.erS';i"i'lnat long tOlerat~:the undeter.ted-,,/-O;~ 
~~"~. .' ,-;.., ... '': _,r.-··--;' . /( . -- . .;..~.;.-~~;~,'.'. ·;'··~:::/4 

presence of large numberspfdrunken and at,times trolibl esom~:p~r;sGi1s:::ln ,down-... > ~~-; 
.-.. ../ '. ,-.-/--- .. , 

town areas of a COJm!uni:ty' (where pu/?Hc' 'inebriates te!1d/t(f;~~luster) •. 
: . ..-:: •. .=.: 

Decr'imin.aHu{tiort of public drunkenness~ whUe:re~oving :thischall~nge ,. 
_, ., .. ' .• .-; ; .. ,_. .. ·0 _.-;:_' ,.. . ..';;~. _ . . ., ,oj 

from the criminlir justice syst'~m, leaves a soci-at'p;'oblem whi~h 'sti.ll must:bf(' 

addressed~llth legislation and with public resources. (See "Chapter III for' 
... /;r. 

furthe:f'di scussi on.) 9",; c.' ", 

.:. , ... .,'"-' 

As to the other example - possessionofrnarihuana, typically, what has 

~~en dilled decriminalization has not really been that. Several states have 
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;', pas¥d"UdecriIDtnalizationn laws in,thj,s area, b'tit these simply reduce the 
Tf~' . ", ") j' . ",' ,t:( .' 

" . san;it:ions"bY eliminat;,ng j:aU,or, R~ison seritencesas a:pe'nalty ~~d s,ubstituting 

.. uS,e of citation,. instead of arrest ilfld detention for irrl.eged violators. Court 

proc~~sil'lg may .be 1 a,r9t!1/ e 1 imi nated b.t provi di ng:~"f;l~at p.ersons' ci ted ~an, in 

effect; admit ~ul1tand pay a "fine.without f9rffi~1 p~oceedin9s. ,; 
";:": . ' :~,' - - __ =:- • -:. >.::-- -~:.... . -~:' .. :.'-;~~:-""""- .-" '~l-'-

When such a law became effec~ive in Cal ifor~,iai'~lafiuary;'l; 1976, a num-;/ 
-:.::;- , :" . . p ,-. c ," ;._~_+;;-i-::.,;-..~r -:- -", ,.-" ,." ~. '.c )~ c. . rP-~-

her <?fpersons cited continued to ,become inxQ1Ned'iri the P .C." 1'000 div~rsion,/' .... 
",':; ,:..: '. ." ~-.:";-:.::-~::~,.:-",. ,-"," 'j....", '\\. ': .;"," 

p~ogram. Accepting diversion ?,e:r;'mH;sthe defendant·to avoi~ paying the fi,~i!, 

(up to $100). some~Vh;i~nff;are!'Willing to ~ndergo sup~rvtsfo~""ands:erifce: . . ~ 

programs at.·1E!'Clst- jlartly for this t:eason, ~longwith avoiding evert ~/petty .' 
" ~ __ . ~ __ .- ,-,-,'-';-'- . ,_.' :7.:- ___ .:~'d="'::::;; " ./- ',:- ' 

convid:ion. 

These pOints! are not made as Clrguments' agginst the conc~PF'ofdecr-imina4-

:i~ation. We have 10~9 ove.rreached ourselves in the Way of.attempti'ngto us~~ 

criminal law·to attack all manner of conditions p~rceivE!das socia.l problems:. 

Orderly withdrawal frorrl some suchucrime fronts il seems called for"/But~ha~ges 
;. " ", . -,' ;:. ~.( 

of/this order in~_nur social ,system call for very careful :thoughtand<~tudy~> 
'. .~- .. 

·f' '._ _. ,,/ _;-_. . ~~ . ....:.. -:" " ," :" '.:." ;!'.:.::,.', 

",.,?1a!Mnf"rhetoric: may be u$efuh indeed essenti'a1, to generating thepre~,condftions, q' r' ':, >:. "" '," _,.'-:" ," '. / .. ,' .. :c.· _><!< 

~~i, for .. change, ttis un1ike1y~ of itself, to produce effective liagisl~tiQn~ 

In the mean time,diversi on' programs offer a meanSPT testing 'and . demon .... 
" :. J~"" ", - , 

strating the/f~asibility and implic·ations of decriminalization. Eliminating 
,j . ¥.~ ... ',-'; 

a provision: of a state's crimj·nal code can be a difficult and "drawn''' put pro~, 

cess • Pending results ofej~orts to this end -and PQs~ilJfyatdif19th~,IJP~ 
. ;., ~ 

",a diversion prograril may represent a useful expedi~nt: 
C) . -:: ~:'_'" 

. 2. There are ways other tban through pretrial di'l!it'sio,D<t6 
'.' . . .'. ' , '. j."'<>' '{'·/>/'~VJ' 

address many of the, problems whicb ,have oc.ca::S5·oned~be'/sllrea~Jf 
- - - ,} . .,.,' .-.- . 

this pr'act ice •. f.Qrexamp 1 e: 
. ,',\' -

~:, ., 
'./ 
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.. ,~ ,', , .. .', I}"~ '~:\ll··f' .... ;' ~.:~>,:"~.i,: .. -;.~_>2J 
• Various stra,tegies andproc'edure$'i~forspeecii.n~L;,~~'~'.L;J,;"i; 

· ,co~rtR~~eSSing;~<c",'·' ·~t';·:~,;~:;~:Z'~ . 
• . ~ffg9tJye-me~sures. to. exPUrige .. ~ri1tira~/e6"-1~1~~;;~r" ... :.«¥t~:<~~:·;t. 

records, A~erespectfled·conditjorts·4r~;1lr~:Ii~£C-e7a'trd~r;;Y7-~~ 
:':/'~'J~.'! ~_c:o'>,.":) .-"\: !l"::'··~. ~w-.c.-.·-:.-:~~~~~~,";~~!'~ ·.·-f:·\~··-,-,.-·~:_ \\', .. ~,.,,<~~:) 

· sprea(f.of po'li cl~~forOra~,-~!~ d~~j:litJination,;~~a.i n:~-i'::::11/~~_; 
.. . ", " . _.' ,I·' _.!.... . . >'. '-, ~':: ;.. .... ,r..,J.:." ,".":1 

·'<,Persons sole lyoQ theb~~i~.·.~)f~ri)'ar_rest 'r~cor:~~;"._'i'';;'i'''·' ~";-";"',l 
---.".-.~"'"" '.§' .c ... - ff . -":" 'c,: •.. -Lo-;'<;.}._., '.- \'-f., .'~< 

'0 0 Development 'and:.mtlt'e'extens i ve 1J~\:Of pre .. arre'st',,,· '~/;:f~' ",~\" 
;~. :,.'> .,~. -,' . ;~_ .. - i~' . '.j.' :.:.' V ~- ~'.: ::' ~- - -. ·'f;.:.:}'~':;' ~ "~ 

dlve:~~~~ce~~=iCeS::~dPrOgrams)rUch,/, ,tri ~t\.re~OT~~a;t~~ 
.,bypol1'ce, p-ro'cedures to enc.oura~e'a~d "mOfTi:tor;.fottint~ry-/t1_' 

. . ,;" ,'1'; - /~< ... " . 
rest; tution, ci ti zens di ?pute sett 1 efuent programs; . -.,;~:t..? ' 

".. _ ' /,P 

• I ~,tegra~ed I~ndi mf)ri:wed. p.ret~i al 'r@l ease . and-de~~r{i'on.: 
,s~~v;ces, lincludihgearlY lnitiatiOrl/~f needB'~reatnf~nt . 

. ·-f c' .. , .~_ ;' ,) .;..: .. -;: -. . :i~(/ ," ,:." .~.;; . :~:/:-~:~,--~;.-.~ 

or~' tr-aint,69" servi ces on a' yol unta'ry basJ#'~ras 9a cond-i;;;,". 

tHni of/'r~tY'talre 1 ease; .. , ... . './" ~':;;J~~~~~/l~ 
• Expansion and !mrj chment of pr,b~¥Ci on phlgrams ,arid i?;.. J;tfh9 

;,,! .. < ;.:>,,-( J. . 

· "'~: 'r:-.tF-,. ~-"~·f.;'?'h' -" ",",,«-'- 1 ...... ,,/. 
':'C'&'~~i~~E lI::.e-o . ,(, ese. .,.ld,c,' ..,~;,;,:~'J~:f);T~;~~~~~' 

C6verage is given ;'n this pub:lication to 4~~ of t~;c~~-?~€1~n~~a~~~"~i~F) 
. .n'r __ ,-__ . ....,.," '.' .' "':~. '.' 

tices, including especially pretrial' relea~i~~'nd,-'?md~e"'~;{~fl~,;_~~;t({iZ~ri 'dis': }':,1' 
- ·~~~::-_o. -.:' :-- ..' ". _ " -. . :" .j~.~" : .... -<.>.~.~~!k~.-;~~~.:.-:y' ',:' . _ '//' 

pute settl emerifprograms. Inacompaoi O\i"(pub 1 i cation,j!S'ent-enci'h9 'the" Mis.- /: 
" ". .; ... )1' .{~ ........ / .. ;,,,'(' 

demeanant, attention; s given to a wide r,vari etyof al~~~y'jlati~e !:sen~e,n'cing ()/,l-: 

tions anrlto the roles and functions of· Ptqttati~~." . '·r 
:- , . ~\ -'-".-:,-/.{~' I', 0 )'.Ij 

,I;' 

/' 

3. Pretrial di\'~tS_isn'YSh~uld not be, u;e~. - "/ 'i,' 'i, .. ''; 

• In ~it~e~:~o;i where, 1 acki ng at~nt\)n ~€a~,~pfes~~:.:~ 
.. c§,ut'{ ~ri' woul d not h~lVe been p~.r{~e,~; ;. A' ,',;>';;;;; 
~ In situations where the defindanthasnot 'gfven hisknoW:',::~, 

J .':'" 

ledgeable consel1t jifterponsultingwiitthco\Jnsen 

: .. ~ 

:. r.. :";' ,. 
-----'--"---'-'-
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•. As a plea bargaining [,device; 

• Incases where, should conviction ensue, restitution," 

,,' woul d be, 5n order ... _~nlessthe'defe'nda~t freefyexpresses 
. . ... - - " ". 

a will iri:gness to ,m~kel'restitution :,;as a condition' of d'i

'. version., .. ~'.;':-.:.. ~ ~-' , 

" 
4. Condi~jcnal di ve rs:i on , - that is, diversion which can even-

. ': ~ ~~-- -. "" 

tucrfd, i'nrei~statement of chargesa~d~h;'cff~requtres~."the person to 
',:~ '" '. • • '.- ..... '; • C-, • _ ' 

" 

Not everyone agrees \Of 1 th a 11 these poi nts. Some feel that pretri ill di-

version can legitimately be used as'a prosecutor's option intern~diate between 

',dropping ~harges unconditionally and full prosecution, where - (1) High case

loads' prevail; .(2) In the absence of this condition, the defendant wo~ld be 

prosecuted; (3) There is reason to believe that the sanction and/or servic~s 

of cond1tion~.div~rsion will actually divert an individual likely to repeat 

his offense if the instant charge is, in effect, ignored.", 

There are some programs where plea bargaining is a'ssociated -;it.h diver-
, " I, 

sion, and in at least two!)" which reports have been reviewed, ther'e· does not 

appear to be any particular abusive aspect .. (SeeChapter,'I!J) where the 

",.' contemporary diversion programs at-e briefiy described.} 

~:"~\",,. Restitution also is iovolved in a number of diversion programs. cIt is 

,':~"~fij~f condition in a well organized program primarily for minorpro'perty 
'~;:";';::" ,," ,.' '. " 

Offenders:~jl1:§an Bernardi no County, CaJ i forni a, wh.i,ch was the subject of a 
. ""~:';;;- ',. 

... ~ 'I· ~ 
';:., '~-: .. ~', 

" :";'~.;. .:'/ 

'.: 

I' 

'L'· 
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(. 
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-';project site visit. This program has been emulated in other Califc.\rnia coun-
.\ . 
\\ ' 

\'ties (e.g., San Diego) and is the subject of a bill presently beforlg the State-
~ . 
\\ ' I 

S~~ate (S.B. 1494, which would authorize and provide subsidy for such a pro-

gran}:in any county wishi,ng to sponsor one). 

There is a built-in contradiction in such a program. On the on\~ hand, 

officiall,Y,,the defendant. does :Jot admit his guilt. If he opts out of the 

program, or fails, he, is:entitled to a trial on~he original ;harge, and-tn---
c

-

formation collected for' purposes of the dil,'ers;on'program canno',: be used to-

ward convicting him. At the same time, in agreeing to make restitution, he 

accepts responsibility for the crime, and in effect, would seem to, be admitting 

guilt. The San Bernardino program has been operating for more than three y~ars -

with favorable evaluation reports bas~d on a comprehensive and rigorous_r~search 

design. To date, the restitution issue has not arisen as a practical problem. " . 
A nllmber of programs (cqnditional diversion) do not involve court partici

pation. Indeed the economic a.rgument for diversion is weakened when one or 

more court appearances are entailed. Moreover,' the di strict attorney's author-
"- " ~ 

ity to prosecute or not prosel,:ute is absolute ini. most jurisdictions. It is 

" argued therefore that there is no requirement of law or ethics for 'routine 

court oversight of his selection of diversion cases. 

Need for Priorities and Constrained Discretion 

No one is ,,1ikely to argue against the proposition that policy planning 

on diversion should occur within the context of broader planning of criminal 

justice operations and priority setting in ~elation to these. 

Our laws not only involve "overreach" in tenns of kinds of behavior classi

fied as criminal, but the literal application of laws may extend the intent of 

thelegis1ature. Often cited as examples are such federal laws as the White 



Slave Traffic and National Motor Vehicle Theft Acts. Passed by Congress to 

deal with organized, inter-state crime in the areas of prostitution and car 

theft, these laws created nets which caught ordinarily law-abiding persom~ 

involved in "peccadilloes" and many thousands of juveniles who stole or rode 

in stolen cars in the course of what essentially was "joy-riding." 

Criminal laws - especially those sanctioned by the threat of incarceration -

are passed in .response to community feelings of fear, anger, or disgust over 

instances of gross or repetitive and defiant behavior that hurts people, causes 
, . . 

them financial 'loss, or flies in the face of community mores. Many crime 

complaints concern people whose unlawful behavior has nlot been especially groSSJ 

repetitive, or consciously defiant. Yet they have allegedly broken a law, and 

if enforcement is to be waived or moderated, someone must ~xercise discretion. 

A jurisdiction could not possibly afford, economically or politically, 

to act with full police and prosecutorial vigor on every alleged or suspected 

violation of every criminal law and ordinance. There has to be some alloca

tion of resources which will result in more rigorous and strict handling of 

some complaints and some degree of inattention or perfunctory or mild disposi

tion of others. Such priorities and associated policies relate to kinds of 

crime, circumstances, and categories of defendants. 

Criminal law enforcement may reflect carefully planned poiicies; or poli

cies may emerge, willy-nilly, from day-to-day decisions which represent tacit 

commitments and serve to set precedents. Enforcement pol i ci es may represent 

system consensus. More cOllITIOnly they are the sum of policy sets of different 

agencies, sets which differ in their sources and effects~ making for anything 

but consistency. 

It is a great deal to expect, yet to be desired, that police agencies, 

the prosecutor, the courts, corrections and non-criminal justice representa-
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tives of corrununity elements come t.ogether periodically and seek .agreement on 

law enforcement priorities and on policies for dea1ing with those accused or 

convicted of crime. Discretion is essential at all levels of law etlforcement: 

from the policeman on the beat., to the sentencing judge - but discretion should 

be exercised within boundaries and constraints of conscious policy. Ideally, 

the policies will' reflect community consensus and commitment to too full pur

pose of criminal justice - that is, to uphold the law with genuine concern· 

both for victims and for the rights and human dignity of those accused. 

Diversion Policy Issues 
,~ .' 

Assuming that a jurisdiction opts for use or expansion of diversion 

programs, careful policy planning should ensue. Diversion policy planning in

volves consideration of three kinds of concerns! legal and ethical; law enforce

ment; and economic. A policy or practice has to pass at least some minimal tests 

in each area if it is to prove viable. 

Legal and ethical. There is widespread agreement that a diversion 

policy should include recognition of the necessity to protect specified defen

dant rights. These would include full opportunity to giv~ his informed consent 

in such matters as waiving right to a speedy trial - or agreeing to various 

conditions of a diversion program. Also involved is the right against se1f

incrimination. At the same time, referring'to ethical consideration, a'chief 

purpose of diversion should be clear benefit to the defendant in terms of a 

chance to avoid a criminal record and, in some types of diversion, a genuine 

effort to provide needed and meani.ngfu'l services to resolve problems or remedy 

conditions which could result in future criminal behavior. 

Unconditional diversion affords the best aSsurance of protecti.ng a client's 

legal rights - inasmuch as dismissal or droppi,ng of cha,rges does not entail i .. J 
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passing a perfornnance test. In effect, the defendant has "everything to gain 

and nothing to lose." In addition, his use of any services is voluntary; this 

is presently regarded by many correctional leaders as more likely to result 

in beneficial effects than where "coercive treatment ll is employed. (Neither 

of these features characterize~ unconditional diversion associated with a non

voluntary civil commitment~ of course.) 

What mi ght be called "one shot" diversion programs' woul d rank next to 

unconditional diversion in terms of minimal threat to defendant rights. Ex

amples would be mediation or arbitration of citizen disputes such as the 

Columbus Night Prosecutor program. {Chapter III.} 

Pre-arraignment conditional diversion (deferred prosecution) is the method 

most vulnerable to legal criticism. The possib,ility exists of "diverting" 

people who, without such a program, would not have been prosecuted at all or 

would have been exonerated. There is the hazard, for the defendant, that he 

will be more seriously penalized if he fqils the program than if he had gone 

directly to trial or guilty plea. Finally, there is the possibility that, had he 

been convicted, he (1) might have received a penalty less burdensome than the 

diversion program, in much less time; (2) might have succeeded in a subsequent 

effort to have his conviction record "neutralized," as through, a pardon to 

restore civil rights. 

Conditional diversion at or after arraignment, with judicial participa

tion, affords greater protection against prosecutorial "overreach" and more 

assurance of informed, voluntary decisions by the defendant. It does not deal 

any better with the prospect of enhanced severity for the d.ivertee who fails 

the program. 

12 



Law Enforcement. Conditional diversion can result in erosion of a prose

cutorls case. The remedy sometimes used - a guilty plea, held in abeyance -

lacks the fiscal benefits' of diversion at an earlier stage in the proceedings. 

Moreover, it can make the diversion program more of a handmaiden to plea bar

gaining than an option in its own right. A policy might be adopted which would 

rule ineligible for diversion cases where the risk is evident of disappearing 

witnesses or other developments adverse to successful .prosecution. 

, A broader issue is the possible weakening effect on law. enforcement of 

the extensive use of diversion. Would this fonn of "non-enforcement" invi·te 

more widespread violation of laws? There is no particular evidence, on~ way 

or the other, as to this. Certainly if unconditional diversion were extensively 

practiced - and this were widely known - there might be increased violations. 

At the 'same time, if such diversion is limited to the first charge, there would 

be a ceiling on increases. As to conditional diversion, involving supervision 

and various perfonnance tests, this would not seem to occasion significantly 

more crime than the dispositions it most often replaces - such as fines, sus

pended sentences, and probation. 

Economic. The issue here is the cost effectiveness of diversion, in gen

eral or in particular forms. or levels of use. What is the least costly use 

of diversion v/hich will yield acceptable results? Who will be the trade offs 

for differing levels of investment in various diversion programs? How doe's 

diversi.on compare in costs and effects with traditional prosecution and sen

tencing practices? 

As to comparative results, the question is will the community be protected 
" ~ 

as we 11 i!l the s ho rt run and better in the long run than if tradi ti ona 1 pra,c

tices are followed? So far as short run conmunity protection is concerned, 
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this is not often a significant issue. Diverting a person ordinarily does 

not entail any more freedom for him than post-trial dispositions which would 

probably ensue were he prosecuted. Moreover, most divertees achieve or could 

achieve pretrial release independently of the diversion program. 

The argument is made that diversion s,hould and does produce better long

run conmunity protection than traditional, processing. Treatment starts promptly 

after the events that led to ~he crimina'l charge. The social handicap of a 

criminal record is avoided. Exposure to criminal influences (as in jail) are 

minimized. Even if there is no magical therapy in the diversion program -

so goes the assumption - it is less conducive to recidivism than traditional 

processing. 

Research evidence for this is anything but conclusive. Most diversion 
\ 

programs have shown good results~ but efforts to compare them with what would' 

have happened in the absence of diversion have been less than successful. 

In the present state of knowledgE!, it seems safe to say that diversion 

affords at ,least comparable conmunity protection in the short and long run 

as traditional measures most likely to be' used if prosecution is not suspended. 

The economi c ,i ssue, g; ven thi s assumption, is whi ch approach costs less. 

Costs of both diversion and its alternative include the costs of arriving 

at decisions; those involved in implementing decisions; and, those which result 

from decisions that have undesired consequences - such as reinstatement or 

new instances of prosecution or revoking probation or parole because of a new 

charge or violation. 

Unconditional diversion, generally, is the least costly option, so far 

as direct cr'iminal justice expenditures are conc~rned. I,t may lead to other 

public sector costs, but these are for services (such as mental health treat-

14 
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ment) for which the defendant would presumably have been eligible in aNY event . 
. ' 

Citizen dispute settlement is also minimally costly, since extended supervision 
c 

and service are not involved and case selection usually involves only a one-

step, one-agency process. Both these procedures, obviously, have limits as 

to the kind of situations for which they are appropriate. 

Diversion associated with suspended jU.dgement is no more economical than 

traditional processing, since no criminal justice activity is eliminated. 

Deferred prosecution ordinarily will save one or more COI,u~t.cappea'~ances, and 

the associated. workloads for prosecutor and defense, if We can assume that 

prosecution would have gone forward and a conviction gained. 

These Iconsiderations aside, diversion can be mar.e costly than traditional 

practices if it entails more supervision or services. If the average defen-· 

dant would have received a suspended sentence or a fine, and the average di

vertee is' placed in the equivalent of formal probation status, obviously this 

will add to system costs. On the other hand, assuming that the divertee, if. 
" 

convicted, would have been placed on formal probation, diversion program costs 

might be less. The latter usually entails a supervision period of only three 

to six months, while probation, on the averag~, is likely to run well over 

a year. 

Logically, expenditures for case selection, for supervision, and for ser-
'0 

vices should be related to the circumstances of the crime and to the character

istics and situation of the defendant - not to whether the issue or status 

involved is diversion or some sentencing option. In practice, however~ especially 

with mi sdemeanants , sentencing is handled with minimal case investigation or 

evaluation - while 'diversion usually entails a comparatively extensive case 

study. Moreover, again mOr~ so with mi sderneanants ,seritences~to not call ' 
~ , 

' . .;:::-
for supervision and services, whereas diversion ordfn~~iJzprovidesfor these. 
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This is not to imply that decisions to divert should be handled casually -

nor that needed services should be withheld from diver'tees. On the contrary, . 

in many jurisdictions, there is need for less casual handling of the sentencing 

function and for expansion and improvement of probation services. The costs 

of ~he diversion program cannot be fairly assessed in a jurisdiction where 

pre-sentence investigation and probation services are grossly deficient or 

under-uti] ized. 

At the same time, some diversion programs do appear to involvebverly 

elaborate case studies and programs of supervision and service - given the 

comparatively uncomplicated, non-dangerous cases dealt with. What is called 

for is varying levels of case study and supervision - reserving more expenSive 

procedures and services fer individuals who present the greatest challenge. 

As innovations, diversion programs may have to be comparatively expensive. 

With experience, however, as has been demonstrated in some programs, it is pos~ 

sible to evolVe short",:cuts in decision-making, to identify people who do not 

need supervision, and to, be selective in t.he prOVision of services. A sound 
" . 

principle to follow, with a mature diversion program, is that the costs ,of 

supervision and servic~s should be no greater than 'would be appropriate l ,for 

the same individual, were he convicted and sentenced; the. decision-making cost 

should be less, since there should be some saving in reduced legal processes. 

Recap 

Diversion planning, ideally, should be an aspect of comprehensive crim-c 

inal justice policy planning in a jurisdiction. ThiS should encompass law 

'enforcement and prosecution priorities, pretrial detention and its alterna-
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tives, varying modes of diversion, sentence options, services to courts and 

to defendants.* 

Relationship of diversion to possible decriminalization should be con~id

ered - for ~xample, whether a program may be used as a test of the {easibility, 

and desirability of decriminalization of some offense category. 

In line with the principle of using the least costly and least inte~vention

ary practices approp,riate in given situations, diversion practices might best 

be considered in the following priority or-de;"', keeping in mind that leve13 

is generally thought to entail the greatest risks of lIoverreachli and potential,..,;,/) 
t3,f; 

abus/a of defendant 1 ega 1 ri ghts : 

1. Unconditional diversion 

a. Police level " -.:--"" 

b. Jailer level 

c. Prosecutor level 

d. Cou,·t 1 eve! 

2. Dispute settlement 

a. Police level 

b. Prosecutor level 

3. Pre-arraignment diversion 

a. Limited screening, minimal supervision and service, brief 

supervi silon period 

b. More extensive programs 

4. Post-arraignment diNersion 

a. and b. As above (pre-arraignment( 

5. Post-trial ,diversion 

* Services !or victims and witnesses also require attent:ion, but these have 
been outs1de the scope of this publication. ' 

. f: 

'J, 
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Selection of the appropriate pOint-of interventi~n and diversi~n mode 

involves consideration of common characteristics of various groupings' of ar~ . . .. 
restees (grouped by offe~se category, criminal record, crime-related social 

problems, or some combination of these). In this connection reference is sug

gested to Chapter II. 

Reference is also recommended to detailed :standards for diversion t'/hich 

are presently under consideration by the National Association of Pretrial 

Service Agencies. These were recol11l1ended to the association at the 1976 

national conference, having been developed by a conmittee chaired by John 

Calhoun and Madeleine Chrohn! The proposal$ are reproduced in full as the 

concluding section of this chapter. 

* John Calhoun is Commissi oner of Youth Servi ce for the State of Massach~setts 
and former director of a diversion program, the Resource Institute of Boston. 
Madeleine Chrohn is Di rector of the Pretrial Services Resource Center, 
Washington, D.C., and formerly directed a diversion program in New York City', 

. the Court Employment Program. . 
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DIVERSION STANDARDS'RECbMMENDED FOR ADOPTION BY THE NATIONAL ASSOCIA'tloNOF 
PRETRIAL SERVICE AGENCIES* " . ,... . .... . /' 

----------------~~. A. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

SUGGESTED'PRINCIPlES: . 
.? 

* Pretrial diver~ion programs may intervene at any of the fQl1~wing points: 

Pre-arrest 

Pre-arrest 

Pre-charge 

Post-charge 

Pre-arraignment 

-~-'-- .' 

At arraignment 

Post-arraignment,5~ 

* They should: ",. 
.(-

Provide ~ligiple defendants with needed services as an 

alternative to the regulBrr'adversary proceedings 
./. ./. 

Leap/towards an eventual di smi ssa 1 of charge's 

··· ... • .. ::-; .. Jri~lude, a~ an ongoing:~p&iicy~ increasing1y high·;r;sk eases 
~- .. :~::-:- -

'Encolfra·ge _ expungement of records 

'* They should'also: 

.)!, 
;'-If 

Be a viable alternative to the existing court/systems or 

programs 

Provide the court, at no time, with~thepossibility to 

control more intensively a specific clientele 
than the normal courtprocess~ould . {:-'j~~ 

- extend contra,ls ovelr a larger i)umber('of' individuals 
/1 ~ -. -- -

than the normal crimina] justi\~e process would -

otherwise' allow. 

" .-

' • ...:;-=. ' 

p 

o . 
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" 
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Futthe~~ th e fo 11 owir{g i S' RECOMt~ENOEP: 
, -, -

Goals should be cl~ar ind attainabl~ 

Project organization, should flow naturally fromsj;cl1:ed goals' 

Goals ~hould'bequantitative and measurab1eJ~.g", dismissal 
rates,p1'oject acceptance rate, rearrest ~ate, fncl"eas'ed 

earnings}. They should also be qualita:tive anQ descri'bable 

(e. 9 ~"attituae surveys). 

Examples,' of Goals: 

" To establish pre-trial di:'>lersion as q pefman~nt part of the > 
":;-" 

state's criminal ju~tice system; '",;.>' 

To remove from' ~pf(Ctradi ti ana 1 'system of adv~rsary tri al, those 

,j1ccused of criminal acts who are likely to benefit frorij an 

effectiv~ community-based pragrarri of habilitation~ 
-.' ",,"=.--

B. LEGAL ISSUES 

SUGGESTED'PRINCIPLES 
-. ~ 

* Potential clients must be"informed of: their-,right-to, CgY'1s:~,,~ind Inllst 
be encQI,.traged to seek concurrence of counsel prior' to program entry~ 
They must be informed verbally and in writing of program,duration, 
pass; bl e outcome~;# arfdprogram requt-rement~~"'""O::'" i- ';-

* Clients must have their basic rights safeguarded. Clients must be 
advised of such rights, and' si gnwai vers necessary to saf~guard 
recogl1ized const:r'tutional ri ghts and constitutional guarantees (e.g.~ 
right to speedy trial). In ,regard totbe,right to sp~dy<trialt such 
wa tlfer' mus t not p r:~j-"u.d:ke thef; gilt toa speedy trial should the 

'_ defendan~,ba"'i"amarrded to the cOUr'tprocess following non·.complE!tton 
of the program. . ,:,' , 

* Defendants must be considered by diversion programs regardless.,of sex, 
ra,fe, empl Qyment , financial s"':tatus, residenCE! status,age, and prior,," 
records. ~. . 

* Any information that is not public-knowledgEh"and which pertaH1S to 
criminal and treatment information, will.hot be disclose,~ to. any parties, 
unless thedefend.l'nt agrees to waive such disclos~re in writing' (with 
advi~e from counsel). '. .'. , 

* Nonincriminating information will be providedto.the diverting authority" 
in order for it to reach'a feasonable decisi6tf..It should not include . 
infor~tion ~,t]Jch reprf,!sents ,ii~~'eedless i9~asion·ofpriva~y~~~t shQ,uJd 
be: 1,'mlted ;,koO'" .,-'" " y:';:~ . T " '". ~. ""'f", < II ~ ",:;: '- - "- .r." ). _~.1 

"", ". 
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a) in the case 'of non-camp 1 ~ti 0.11,:. of·· the .prbgram:" 
".. ,t; 

- re'asons why tffe program: requires additJonal time .' 

- a ~tatement that the 'program re?ourcesdid ~'l()t meet':the 

client's needs 

b) in the case of completion: 

,a statement hf positivetreatmant/vocational situation. 
,. :," .,. 

'1,-

* Cliehts must h~':ie the .right to ter~itra>;tion hearing" (with 
appropri ated'fversi on staffi nattendanceJ~., The hearing 

counsel and 
officer should 

preferably not be involved with the case. ' 

. .y' .' 
further, the follow; f}9 is RECOMMENDED: 

-:..~ -

... Programs should att.empt to foster legislation/court rulings or 
,other sanc:ti ons regardi ng confi denti a lity' of records. c 

•. Programs' should. be prepared for the passi bil ity ofsubpoena:;6t':;cc 
recqrds. Programs'shaul d con~41t_\'I.Hh~approl?r.iate legal"authmoi ties 
in' the development ofa'stra tegy and posH; 9" ~<:.oris~fstent w'i th the" 

.' principles 'described above. .. ·---:;C~-~=·-·~,= ~.~.~ . 
~ ... ~, 

, .. '. 

-:C.<EUGIIULITY CRITERIA AND P.ARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS 

.,.--d·;- -

;:::;--

.... ,;-:. 
-; .'-" 

SUGGESTED PRINCIPLES: 
~. ,-" .-.-.,,~ 2.~-:4:''''~~;'; ,.>" F~"'''--~-c.·~~'''~~ ---~.--;;.t-::':·:~·;-.~-::'-::"~."""""=-'=£. 

./ ". > - -.' ,"- ,.'~ _. --"!f'" .'-'--:--=~'':.';:;-~;':-'. . ,. 

* Formal eligibility criterfa must be established after "corisultatian with ,~" 
theapprcpria tecrf~i na 1 just ice 'affi ci a 1 ~ arid program representati ve.s, ~y,. 
and-be consistent with the goals stated above (refer to' C,hapters AafldB-) 

..... l.~- : ... -:";; .... ---1'~";:;.(:>-- ~._ .... -.. ""~::-';~.'~.::'..:- '-" -. "" ~_~ - '. -:;>.:-~.-:.,,--- 7'-_"';:;''''-'-~~-:"''-::;-:::;''.~.:~~;"._,,'_.''::; .:---s.~-,;.~-" .. , ._r.~:";' 
*- The- mechanics and pu'rp'cis'e of' tHe intake p~CiC:eSS sho1,Jldbe c1 ear-tQ3'iI1'~':':; 

part; e~ and there shaul d be{.a.~,~:lri tten understandi ng ~dthp,foper justi$:~\, 
author; ti es. . ~ ,,~,~: ::; -:':.. "';,_ ~ 

"->':~-. 

__ • 0 '.' :, _ f,~f., . 

* Pro,gralTj participation lI]us·t·be vblimtaryofl t,he part of the defendant. 
,i::· _ .' '--:.' ~~_ {'. ,:; - '. _ 

* The admission of guilt should not be,i\requirement for admission ~9 
diversion programs."·' . j :,':" ;;' ." u: 

* rti's c'understood ~P9t prg~rai!lsoften b~f!~n .with mOdes~int:ke' c~it~\ria 
"and then ~pan4tnese~crTterla_,as cred,b,11ty grows wlthf the Crlmil1;al 

:>'--just.icesystein. Prag.r-anis' shoul d constantly but reasonably attempt jfto 
expand ,as opposed" to finalize, these criteria. ~ _"". 

'" 

'/' 
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, Further, thefollowi,ng is'RECOMMEB.Q£Q.: 

- Intake process should involve two steps: 

- initial criminal justice screening, and 
- project assessment 

- Intake may involve consultation with the v'ictiIll,and the police 
officer; however, the state1s decision to defer_prosecution must 
rest with the district attorney's office. ' 

D. ,PROJECT' DESIGt ... -

1. STRUCTURE AND OPERATIONS 

* 

* 

* 

* 

The pretrial diversion program must be able to deliver the 
following services: screening, counseling and career development. 

Criteria, program goals and positions on legal issues must be 
understood, assessed and implemented by program staff, reflected 
in the program oper&~, ions. . 

The diversion program must remain open to refinement and to poss1ble 
new directions (e.g., drug diversion, juvenile diversion, etc.). 
It must allow some flexibility with respect to duration of the 
pr'ogram and criteria for completion. 

It is essential to i,nclude criminal justice personnel during the 
initial stages of a new program. This personnel can work close)y 
with the project staff and provide valuable information as advisors. 

Further, the following is RECOMMENDED: 

Advisory boards provide invaluable assistance and serve to 
generate commitment to diversion concepts. ~ mixture of 
political, prestige and expert figures, as well as represen
tati ves of fundi n9 sources'" admi ni strators of other servi ce " 
delivery programs, community, media, business, criminal justice, 
and client representatives,' are some of the groups which should 
be asked tv serve on such board. 

Diversion programs should encourage visitors and stimulate 
internal self-criticism and openness to change. 

"2. COUNSEtING 

~UGGESTED PRINCIPLE: . 

* Altho,ugh counsel ing style will vary depending on program thrust, 
available assistan(~e, and nature of the client ... population, the 
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divers.ion program should base its services on the following 
prtncipl~s: .. .. . " 

Counseling wtl 1 not be used as a coercive or punitive 
measure. 

The programs must make every effort to explain the need and 
the reasons for counseling offered to him/her (realistic, 
written service plans' wfth achievable goals should be 
developed in conjunction wtth the client). 

Further, the following is RECOMMENDED: 

Programs should attempt to engender a sense of self-worth,and 
legitimate survival in their clients; should avoid patronizi,ng 
by placing ~s much responsibility as possible on each client; 
should foster client decision-making skills and independence. 

3. CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES 

SUGGESTED PRINCIPLE: 

* Whether or not career development is a separate unit, the diversion 
program must utilize manpower resources in the commun'ity, seek 
out and be aware of all employment possibilities available.to its 
clients in that community, and campaign within the community for' 
support in the hiring and serving of the diversion population. 

* The program should be aware of, and be able to utilize and/or 
develop job taining and educational resources, basic emergency 
services (medical, shelter, tood, clothing), special coninitments 
and slots from resource agencies. 

Further, the following~s RECO~ENDED: 

More specifically: 

If not a separate unit, the diversion program should obtain a 
manpower capacity (e •. g., outstationed employment service workers). 

In addition, the diversion program should: 

Stress job development and job creation; 

Be prepared to work and alter traditional business hiri,ng patterns; 
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Be able to make realistic placements; 

Have a structural organization fostering teamwork between 
counselors and career development personnel. 

4. SCREENtNG 

SUGGESTED:PRINCIPtES 

* The pretrial diversion program which screens on its own (pending 
the c'ourt's approval) mus't insure that eligibility criteria 

* 

and program goals are respected; intake policies and entry 
criteria must De periodically reassessed. 

The pretrial diversion program which relies on outsfde screening 
resources (such as the OAts office) must reserve the right to 
refuse defendants who do not fit eligibility criteria/program 
goal s. 

Further, the following is RECOMMENDED: 

- It is vital that a program have a screening "presence" in 
court. 

- It is equally vital that the program have personnel able to 
evaluate changes in the court which support or ,endanger the 
program's existence and impact of the program on the court 
system. P~rsonnel should also be prepar'ed to promote with 
court officials the concept and relevance of the program. 

E. ST7ilFFINtfANifHIRI'N'G 

SUGGESTED PRINCIPLES: 

* The diversion program is designed to service a particular 
community, as well as its clients. The staff should therefore 
be a representative of that community and sha're/understand 
their concerns. 

',~ * At the same time, it is equally essential that the ~taff be 
selected on the basis of skills and experience, and that the 
staffing pattern chosen foster the best possible delivery of 
services to its clientele. 
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* The diversion program must ensure that appropriate and .. 
support'ive training will be provided to its staff ~ 

* 

* 

The laBeling of professional and para (non) professional 
generally proves demeaning as well as meaningless, and must 
[)e di'scouraged. 

Job qualifications and descriptions, and personnel policy 
must be clear, written, and communi,cated to staff. 

Further, the following is 'RECOMMENDED: 

A well-balanced staff comprising those having 1 ife 
experience and those with ac&demic experience has generally 
provided the Best results. Staff with life experience) 
and with a knowledge of the clientele, can provide some of 
the more immediate and valuable services to clients, while 
academically trained staff can provide the necessary 
training and ongoing consultation. 

Analysis of the community and its special needs should lead 
to the hiring of staff with particular skills (e.g., bilingual 
community; female offenders; etc.) . 

Staff organization should take into consideration the nature 
of local resources (e.g., if an area has an abundance of jobs, 
the diversion program can concentrate less on hiring job 
developers and more, perhaps, on counselors). 

Volunteers can be a useful resource; however, it must be 
remembered that, especi:al1y in the area of direct del ivery 
of services, volunteers must be placed under the same super
vision and accountability as regular staff members. 

Hiring process should be rigorous. Inclusion in the hiri~g 1 

process of existing staff~embers is advisable. 

F. EVALUATION AND RESEARCH 

SUGGESTED PRINCIPLES 

* Pretrj;al diversion programs provide al ternatives to regular 
proceedings and to the criminal just'ice system. In order to 
evaluate their efforts and plan for further development, they 
must keep the data necessary for research. 
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Whichever research methods or pr,ograms are developad, the 
rules of confi,dential ity and protection of the cl ient must 
De observed, . 

Furth.er, the following is RECOMMENDED: 

A research component should be built as part of the 
organiza'tional·structure, or proVisions be made for 
outstde evaluations. Research should be included in the 
initial project design. 

A research component, whether internal or contracted, must 
incl ude the capacity for data handl ;,ng and processi,,,g, for 
analysis of data and for follow up. 

A combination of quantitative and qualitative measures is 
necessary. Measures of success sh.ould be multiple und 
realistic. The use of single or out-of-context indices 
or predictors are strongly disco~r:aged (e.g., rearrest 
rate as a sole measure of success or failure). 

G. INSTITUTIONALIZATION 

SUGGESTED PRINCIPLE: 

* In the anticipation of possible institutionaliation, or change 
in sponsor, the diversion pr,ogram must determine whether such 
changes would jeopardize or significantly a.lter the initial 
premises of the program. The program must take an active part 
and plan for the safeguarding of its integrity and purpose. 

Further, th~ following is RECOMMENDED: 

From its inception, the program should consider its long 
range place in the criminal justice program as to 

'continued operations and funding. 
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CHAPTER II 

PLANNING DIVERSION PROGRAMS 

Assuming there is interest in t.he possible introduction of new diversion 

measures in a jurisdiction -- in addition to basic issues discussed in Chapter I 
" 

thought must be given.to organizational arrangements, priorities in case selec-

tion, prospective workloads" and related organizational and staffing reqUirements. 

Patterns of Diversion 

The practice of diversion does not lend itself to easy analysis because 

of its complexity. It may occur at any point after receipt of a criminal com .... 

plaint or observation of a crime up to the court's formal finding after plea 

or trial. It may be employed by police~ prosecutor, or judg~s. It mayor may 

not involve other agencies in or outside of criminal justice. Moreover, the 

purposes of diversion range widely. 

At times diversion is used, more or less knOWingly, as a sUbstitute for 

legislative action to decriminalize certain activit;ies or to modify penalties. 

Handling of public intoxicants and minor drug law violators are particularly 

cOlllnon examples. One good example is a new diversion program for drunk 

'drivers in Phoenix that emerged in the wake of l~gislation mandating jail 

sentences for such offenders. (See Chapter III.). 

Diversion is also used,.selectively, to make it possible for non-major 

situational offenders to avoid the stigma of a criminal record - while still 

holding them under the threat of this for some test period. 
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With some categories of arrestees, diversion serves primarily as an ap

proach to prompt and sanctioned remedial treatment of problems afflicting them· 

which are thought to be II crimin.ogenic" - alcoholism, drug addiction, and vo

cational deficiency, for example. 

Diversion is also used for.persons who are classified as mentally ill 

or incompetent - and either not equipped to stand trial or seen as needing 

a form of incarceration and treatment different from imprisonment. This may 

be used with mentally ill or retarded, with "dangerous" sex offenders, and~ 

in some jurisdictions, with criminal offenders who are addicted to drugs. 

Diversion, in these instances, may be associated with dropping of the charge 

and referral of the accused to an agency for voluntary ~reatment; or it may 

involve civil commitment to an institution in lieu of prosecuti.on and a sen

tence to a jailor prison. 

Diversion may be used as an lIintermediate":sanction - a comparatively 

mild combination of restrictions and penalities, more than summary dismissal 

of charges and less than conviction and sentencing. In this instance! it may 

extend the reach of criminal justice sanctions to people who - at least under 

existing conditions of heavy caseloads - would ordinarily not be prosecuted 

at all. 

Figure 1 summarizes common patterns of diversion practice. The chart 

points up the fact that diversion m~y occur at any of several stages in the 

criminal justice process. The diverting .agency tends to vary with the st,age, 

although overlaps occur: police at the' point of arrest or possible arrest; 

prosecutor foljowing arrest or a citizen's complaint until trial or formal 

plea of guilty; j4dge after the verdict is in. 
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Figure 3 

Levels and Kinds· of Intervention in Relation 
to Criminal Justice Stage. where Diversion May Occur 

STAGE AND AGENCY WHERE DIVERSION OCCURS 
EXAMPLES -, 

POLICE PROSECUTOR PROS. OR COURT COURT OF INrERVENTION LEVELS 0," 

PRE-ARREST PRE-ARRAIGNMENT PRETRIAL PRE-JUDGEMENT' 

I. lUNING/ Rf~PRIMAND ~ 
,. 

z. REFERRAL TO APPROPRIATE RESOURCE x X I':;, 

-
3. PROBLEM SOLVING SERVICE- x x 

COUNSELING, MEDIATION, 
ARBITRATION, ETC. 

4. (REFERR/,L FOR) CIVIL COMMITMENT x x x x . 

5. CONDITIONAL SUSPENSION OF x x x 
PROSECUTION OR FINAL 
JUDGEMENT OF GUILT, WITH OR 
."THOUT SUPERVISION AND 
HELPING SERVICES 

-

LevElls of Intervention 

Diversion entails some intervention in the life of the accused, albeit 

ordinarily less drastic than its alternative. Intervention levels and modes 

range from "warning and reprimand" or somewhat more complicated problem-solvfng 

action to extended periods under supervision, often involving required partiCi

pation in various therapeutic~ traini.ng, or educational program,s. 

The first four levels of intervention on the chart present efforts at 

"one-time" solution of a problem, rather t'han embarking on interaction with 

the defendant that may extend over a period of months. The client maybe in

volved with a service agency, but Outside of and with "no strings"from the 

criminal justice system. Examples include: 
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• Release by officer in the field after "dressing downll or IIcolmsel-' 

i,ngll - rather than arrest i!n,d fil i.ng of a charge.-, Typical use 
~~ . .' 

would be in family quarrel situations, neighborhood disturbances, 

public intoxication, marijuana possession, and varioLls,regu1atory 

violations. 

• This transaction might be accc~panied by a recommendation to the 

accused person (or his family) th~t he seek help with some evident 

problem from a particular community resource, 

• Problem solving. Some\'1hat involved situations of the same general 

character as those above may call for more than a brief, informal 

transaction. There may be a need for some investigative activity, 

perhaps an informal IIhearing, II and for such procedures as me~ia~ 

tion or arbitration. The Columbus, Ohio, IINight Prosecutorll pro

gram is an examp 1 e of thi s mode. (See Chapter J H) . 

• The most common example of IIcivil cOl1ll1itment" on the part of a' 

police officer would be escorting a public inebriate toa detox 

center in 1; eu'of booki ng him into a jai 1. There are al so CORmi t

ments by the courts to· hospitals for mentally ill persons defined 

as dangerous, dangerous sex offenders, and, in s(lme jurisdicUons, 

narcotic addicts. 

Level 5 on the chart represents cond.itional diversion ~suspens}Q",C!J ... -

prosecut"ion or jU,dgement ~pendi,ng the outc:ome of1;he defend~~nt~S''Per~~-;:~~nce 
--. ,- ! 

during a trial period. Defendants involved have been" arrested or cited, and' 

,," this intervention can occur priQr'to a.nycourt appearance, prior to formal 
i' 

plea, or in the case ofsu5 pended' judgement , fall owi ,ng pJea or trial. 

fypi ca lly, the defendant must unde,rgo a peri ad of. testi.ng - three months, 
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1, 
'six months, .in at least one instance until the statute of limitations applies. 

A universal feature of the test is avoidance of further criminality. A welter 

of other conditions are to be found, including -

• No reversion to alcohol or drug use; 
" '...-" 

• Mainta)n employment or attend school; /:. -' 

• Participate in a program of counse1ing~,education, therapy, voca-
" ~. . -> 

tional training, etc; 

• Perform communi ty servtce and/or make rest; tution; 
, -", ..... ~-:-- -.- '-

• Submi~ to anything from li-mit~d ~mon;tori,ng of partiCipation in 

a prescribed program to extensive limitations on and surveillance 

of day-to-day activities and associates; 

• Admit self to a residential treatment center (e".g:., alcQDolor. 

drugs) and remain.until found ready for release by program ma,rfager. 
" t, 

The'defendant may be free to under9!1"~the test of no further crimina,lity 
N 

lion his own. II More conmonly, he is presumed to need both IIhelpllandsom~ de-.' . 
• _,....... _ _ .. _ ;...'""::", - . .. I' .... ·· ... :,:.-::..·~7..!;:;..;;;r~= 

gree ,·of II ccmtrol" to assur'e that h'e succeeds .Hel ping services way be. directly 

supplied by a criminal justjce agency such as the probation department. Often 

criminal justi ce stops at the point of referral' to o'ther agencies for such 

services, while maintai ning responsibi1 ity for monitoring the c1 ient I s per;-' 

,:,1'= formance. 

Admi ni stra ti ve Arrangements 

There are a variety of arra.n~ements for administeri.ng diversion programs. 

These are summarized in Figure 2. Services are broken down int6: 

• Screening 

• Evaluation/advocacy 
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• Monitoring 

• Surveillance 

• Residential care and custody 

• Giving information, referral service, and supportive counseling 

• Prov; di ng techni ca 1 or profess i ona1 servi ce of a therapeuti c, voca

tional, or educational nature. 

As the cha;·t i ndi cates, most of these servi ces may~ he,. -P.r9}<if~t~9.. ei the.r 
--. --~--..-- - -(~, ~ 

by any of the criminal justic~ agencies or by public' or private agencies out-

side criminal justice. The latter may, however, be ubeholden" to 'the criminal. 

justice system where they are performing services for it under a contractual 

, agreement. 

Some dive)~s'ion advocates strongly favor use of p'rivate agencies for case' 

screening and evaluation anq.implementation of services following the decision 

to divert. They see 1 esi/~hance of abuses and under-uti 1 ization when a non-
~.;~_, . .f ., 

governmental ag~.ntY'is· in a position to advocate for the defendant. A simi lar 
f~ 

argument is~:'us~d to. justifY ~~.signment of these responsibil ities - especially 
.". . '" . ',- 2 ,'"' 

in relation to case selection - to the public defender: 

iLreport in 1974, listing 53 adult diversion prograll1s~ showed the follow;:-
3 

fng .distribution by administrative location: 

' ... :' 

• Private agency (frequently a non-profit corporation 

sped fi cally establ i shed ta carryon one or mqr,'e di ver-
. ~.~ 

sian programs in an area) 

• Prosecutor's tiffice 

• Probation or court social service division 

• Public defen,qer'or legal aid society 

• Public agency not within a traditional component.of 

.criminal justice system 

f 
:i r 
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Figural 
,. I, 

Patterns, of Distr'tbutf~~ of D1versio~-~~nted Services 
" among Different Categories of Agencies 

- , 

Case S.1 eet1 on '~ient Control c"HeTpifig· S."",ieas .. 
,,~j", ',' " 

Evalua- Res.iaent tnfor- Tedifti,ca 1. Illation tiona Monitor- Sur- ,Care Screening Referral. fng ve'lllance /Ind Profes-
'" -'- :-.::-.--(~ ';-M'/c=cy , CUlltOciy Supportive sionll _.-,-- ., Counseling ," .;,: ',,' 

I ' 
Police X X X X .. 
Prosecu~r (or X X X X 

. 
X x· .. 

, " 

staff under him' .1!'" 

" 
Ceurt (or court 

i 

staff persons) I X ,; X 
if 

X X 

Correcd ons a )'( X Y ... 
1\' X X X 

"'Independent- -
Public: Defender X X r' X 

, 

Non-C.J~puli1f c X y X " X X 
Igenc 

""v." .... ~ , 
CcntractullC , X X X X X 

-Own funds- X X X X 

& Probation or I more comprehensive corrections agency. 

b Could ~ fe9.eral. stata, or loal. Might, in effect. be a correctional 
agency. but I newly established ,one Ind not. under control of' Iny i)fthe 
tradftianal ones. 

e Contract could be with a"' of the cr:;!minll justice Igtncies or ~1thl 
non-criminal justice ageneyor general county govIJrilllient. 

1'\ 
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• CourtadJni,ni stratton 

• Prmiecutor and probation 

;./ ~':o~:~~i::; ,;-'.,-'-.: 
, /,./'~ 

1 

l;3,~~' 

These figures do' not tell the whole story" Often diversion programs, 
, . ~ 

whilfi.ilhosted ll by a particular agency, involve two or more. Screening ,may 

be done by one agency (e .. g., a pretrial~el~ase or IITASC" agency) ; review and 

decision-maki.ng invol;ves the prosecutor's office and/or the court; provision., 
/9 ~;' 

of serviCes may be by a thi rd agency and "case tracking" or monitor; ng by' an- ",ft'"" 

other. . .. > '.', .• -:;; ". .... ~ =~,--<-{;r:-~~~" 
_-::-?.-:!--. 

Uns tructured Progr.,ams. Po 1 i cedi vers i on programs may,..gn.--,fforward wi thoi}~f; 
, .~~.::-""J~''-''':I "- . ',' . /" 

. .... -¥'i:J.:;:.., -' .... // - .,..::7' 

speci a 1 structure. '.' For example, it may be.a matter of departmenta 1 P'9J1~Y for .-F~/~.Y .1,' 

._ .;:' . ':- " _.~:;~. ,/ ," , ... J"/' , ' ;. ~~7~; 

patrol officers to settle as many fami1yandJl~JghbGrno6'd' dispute"/sitl!.sv.:o\'fs, 
_.;;.:'"~ ----;-,... , ".~fr-:;7~- :-.-. ',1;- ,. - -.,..- .-

as they s~f~ly 'can ~"wtthout resbrting to arrest i1!ld. .acrj,~Ttt!'lal""'c}i'arge.j;Spe-
. . ... ~" -, . ,,~~:k~ ~- -' "-''--'_~' __ .. '.~""'-.,_,::::..~':-" .. , . 

<'~>·daT" training may be provided to enhance their s~.fHfin eval uating and dealll'lg, 
- ~ .. .~~~ 

c· 

,with such situations. There may be nQ ,pr..Ov;sion for routine overseeing of this'!1 ~-:" c:"-

activity nor for tabulation of the instances of such adjustments as compar'ep· ",;.:,.::~.~ 

with arrests in more or. less similar clrcumstanc~s (except possibly during 

a test lieval uation" period related to a federal grant for theirtrairiing)., . >'~;;~"'0,-:;~..:;..;;"ri!j..i 

This level of informality -while, it may accomplish a great deaTo_!..':::~,,9gfk*?';:;~"/ 

defiesassessmerit or trend measurement. It i.S not,,~~:kmuefi'~~~~'P;~~;;~' as an 
, . It", ;,.:~~,;"'~' ,,"'."", - , 

agency posture which lacks documer:rl:,~t:ron'~'-" 

';', 

Structureg; P,Q,lJ~:::Pfci9~a~~":'~At the other extreme, a departmen~,;may pro

~,,';f<::~;:N'lde'fO;-~~;e~'~al of par~icular citegOrieS of cases to speG;fafl~j:t;;ined and 
~~ ; ~. ~. 

assigned officers. Car'eful reco'rds may be ,k~pt, follqwup m¢y beca-rrled out, 
: .-::::::-"- .' .,:/) 

and statistics'"useful in evaluation lIiay be maintained. 2J 

,," '''-

/': , .. ,~' "--,- . . ' ... _~'C",~ ._' ...... ,~~~~~ 
Police may seek to resolve problems themselves or may. refer P~QPJe.;;~!pos ... "'-'::':~:?-?· , , 

.- .' <.,: . ... ,_,.:-.'-o:,-,:.(>.~ . . -:-" - ."::9:~~~~'--'--:-;=-':'--~-_o:",~:"~.",.:. --'.,;. "~"~-;':;- ';~-;~> ' -

sibly even escorting them} to l:oJTlT1unityagencies~ whe)~,e thei r ne~ds ~ight be" 
• '. _< ,,"~~,~, .:~ '-' -.0',"" ,_ .. : ,_,~:-. ,c;:~·~~J·:,~·,· . 

?'~'~V>(,v 'better met. .....'.' .. 
, ~.' 
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In Sacramento, CalifornTa, a two-man team "tart:ted<on , a small scale drug 

diversion program for two~~ars withi,n the~police department. (it. was drdppe_d' "" 

when the penalty for possess; on of sma 11 amoun,ts of marihuana was reduced 'to 
~- ': !< -: ;~. ~ .• ;; -, :::,:.:.-- .. ~:..:.;~~ 

a modest fine as of January 1, 1976.) Off; cers arresting mi nor ,drug' of:ferrtf€Fs, 
~ _ . • ::~<-r' _._ 

-' -;' thought to have no prior drug orJ~lony record, were encour.a~e'd~J:~""c;:iten th~m, .",' .j 

;':-,;, 

toappea-r at police headquapters for an interv"iewwith:6ne 'af:-the Ildrug diver.,; 
. _, . i:..;....·~_.:r 

sion ll officers. 

,. 

tage of it~ would then spend thi~ty days in a program of drug education and 
. ...~.Sf 

counseling. This was provided by the officers, .$J~~5~c~a~~f6;'~;{;referralS to,."-~~,~~,~= 
; " .; ••.. f:.."..-~~·..:.:...-- :.~ 

specialized community ageilc1es. If t~~r:2';c'we're no fUi~ther ,arrests and .the 

modest program requi rements wer~:~met, the arrest report was never fi 1 ed wi th 
, /' 

'-

the court or prosecutor. ,Frdlure to participate, in- the program or new arrests~ 
r~~-;-,/ -.' 

within the moJlth:,:cou'f~rresult in filing of the original.complaint • .(Actual1y, . .. ~~ . 

::the're ~;~e no such instances in the comparatively short 1 ifeofthe program.) 5 
/ ~' 

Pol i ce Use of Referral. A 1 terna ti ve to the Sacramentg,arrangement wa~$ 
~ -:;-.- - ' .. - '. 

a demonstration program begun in May 1975 ,in two New YorkCity Police Pre,~ 
., ,,,,,,,~,,/,7'-; , 

cincts (Manhattan 30th -and 34,th). This involves police diver'S1.QfI of cases,,,,,,;?" . , 0 
" // >c~~ 

involving family and neighborhood disputes", .Insteadof~rresting~f_ctfsedper~' 
.. :-':. . .~~y I • 

. sons - where feasible - the plan called for the~fficer cont~t~:by the com: .. , 
,./~"C " 

plainant (or witne~sing the quarrel) to refer both parJ~,j~efto a d1-spute center .1 
, A. 

situated in the ne,ighborhood. The center is o~era'ted by th~ ~nsti~~~p'(", 
~ "- _. .-.:"; - .• _-' .. c. -.!('-,- . .-.~-,::,- {. - -.-.-'~.;"_ .-,"~ .... -,:;-"0. ,",_ .', -";:,:. - . ::": ,; .... ;f:-".::r ..... ~ ... " 

Mediatton.,andCorfflicfResol ution (IMCR)~·with LEM.,financing' during the demon-
'-';'~':''-'''----'----. .-.:" .-;:::-- - >~(;.y . .-

stration period~ Ne,ighborhaod volunteers, aft~rfour-monthsl training by IMCR, 
6 

handle the mediation sessions. 
o· 

• __ - 'C.- There are numerous examples around. the country of another commonly used 
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police diversion practice, wh~rereferral to community agencies is the rule. 

This is escorting public inebriat.es to alcohol detoxification centers instead 

of booki~g them into jail. This practice is discussed~further in Chapter III. 

Pre-Arraignment'Programs.· These come into operation after a criminal 

. complaint reaches the prosecutor~ but ordinarily before first court appearance. 

Prosecutors occasionally operate programs "in";house~" from screening through 

provision of supervision and services. Such a "pretrial probationll program 

was observed in the DiStrict Attorney's Office in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

A small unit staffed by former probation officers assisted an assigned deputy 

in screening cases, conducted pre}iminary discussions with defendants who were 

tentatively selected and their attorneys, then provided supervision and ser-
7 

vices to those who agreed and were approved for the program. 

More often, social investigations and evaluations as well as supervision 

and services are provided by arrangement with an agency outside the prosecutor's 

office. In some instances, conunon in California, this is a unit of the county 

pro.bation department. In others, it may be an independent agency (either lodn 

governmental or private). Often the program was originally advocated by the 

non-prosecutive agency, with the prosecutor simply agreeing to (1) refer cases 

meeting certain criteria or' (2) review and approve or reject cases screened 

and recol11l1ended by the service agency. 

Po~t~Arraignment Programs. These are pr~grams where the judge becomes 

involved. His role may range from ratification of the district attorney's 

plan to defer p!"osecution, conditionally, in a case - to hims~l f sel ecting 

cases and initiating referrals to the screeni,ng ,agency, If this involves sus

pension or deferral of prosec.ution peodi,n9 su~cessful completion of the diver

sion program, the prosecutor would participate in the decision. Where,as 
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in Ha,waii as an exampl e, it is a matter of suspendi,ng judgment after con-

viction is had, the decision is whollywith.in the jU,dge's province - although 

he could hear the prosecutor~s views before deciding. 

As with pre-arraignment programs, typically these invo'ive a screening 

and service agency outside the prosecutor~s off tee and usually outside the 

court. Ordinarlly, if within the court structure, the program would be managed' 
'.; 

by the proDat~on office. 

Screening, Monitoring, and Services. At times one agency (within crim

inal justice) screens and recommends cases for diversion (either to prosecutor 

or court) and monitors the performance of fhose approved - but services are 

provided through referrals to other (non-criminal justice) community agencies. ' 

The monitoring agency may provide no counsel ing at all, and follow up may be 

a matter of obtaining reports of cl ient pe,r.fo1rmanc,e from referral agencies and 

of any re-arrests from police agencies or the ja41. An example of this would 

be the California Penal Code 1000 program as operated in San Diego County for 

minor drug offenders. (See Chapter III.) 

Several examples of diversion programs are reviewed and referenced in 

Chapter III. 

Planning Considerations 

Diversion programs of many sorts have emerged piecem~al across the 

country. Some have been fostered or even mandated by state legislation (e.g., 

in California, Penal Code 1000 provides that certain minor drug offense cases 
• 

will be considered for diversion and sets forth screening procedures, selection cri,-
!l 

teria, and other program elements in some detail •. } The vast majority of pro-

grams, however, were started out of local initiative and without specific 

statutory authorization. 
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Generally speaking, the pr6secuti.ng attorney's acquiescence is essential; . 

in many instances, the judiciary isalsq involved. 

Diversion pol i cies, more often than not, do not reflect broad or long

range planning ati"OSS the spectrum of criminal justice. Rather, programs 

usually come into existence· because individuals or groups within or outside 

the system' undertake advocacy for particular client ca~egories and succeed in 

getting a favorable response from some one component within the system - police, 

prosecutor, or court - or from the legislature. 

Progress in any area of human endeavor ordinarily occurs ir. halting, piece

meal, inconsistent ways. Community life is not an exercise in logic, but a 

reflection of interacting initiatives, forces, and perceptions of problems 

and opportunities. To the extent that diversion programs mean progress - one 

should not discourage their adoption or hamstring their development by insis

tence on any particular approach to planning or introducing them or on any 

single program model. 

At the same time, it should be useful to set forth and discuss elements of 

a comprehensive diversion program to assist local jurisdiction,s in reviewing 

priorities and setting short- and long-term goals in this area. Issues in 

policy planning in relation to diversion include especially the following: 

1. Categories of defendants to be considered and the objectives 

to be served.* 

2. Point where screening should take place, 

3. Ass.ignment of responsibility for screening. 

4. Determination of who should make.or participate in final de

cisions, including provisions to assure the defendant's know

ledgeable consent. 

*Assuring equal protection of the law (see Leonardis v. State of New Jersey). 
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5. Setti,ng the outer limits of the ,pr,ogram, that is, minimum num

ber to justify a formal pr,ogram and maximum' number to plan,for 

in terms of such considerations as public acceptance and cost. 

effectiveness. 

6. Related to #5, what would be desirable/tolerable in terms of 

success/failure rates. 

7. What conditions and services would be attached to the diversion 

program and who should implement these. 

8. What arrangements and considerations should be included'in the 

subsequent evaluation of the program. 

How some of these questions are being answered in jurisdictions across 

the country is illustrated by brief descriptions of several programs in the 

next chapter (tIl). Meantime some suggestions and data are provided below as 
, 

an aid to diversion policy planning in jurisdictions where experience with 

the practice may be limited. 

Categories of Prospective Divertees 

Figure 3 presents an approach to categorizing offenses and defendants 

as a step in planning diversion policies and programs. Four groupings of'pos

sible "divertees" are identified: 

1. People involved in interpersonal and inter-group (primarily 

IIne,i ghborhood") confl i ct 5i tuations • 

2. Persons involved in serious or persistent traffic law vio

l ations who incur arrest~ 

3. Other "non-major" crime involvi,ng situational offenders. 

4. Offenders seen as victimized by some condition which, in 

effect, accounts for their propensity to get involved in crime. 
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Figure 3 - Categories of Crime and/or Offenders for Use 
in Considering Diversion Policies 

Interpersonal/inter-group conflict situations which 
represent or can 'result in crimes 

Family quarrels 
Disputes between neighbors 
Some minor property crimes 

Vandalism 
Disorderly conduct 
"Within ne,i ghborhoodu instances of shopl i fting, 

bad checks, pilfering, etc. 

Serious traffic offenses 

Driving Under Influence of Liquor 
Other (especially repeated) 
Scofflaw instances 

Other non-major crime involving Usituationa1" offenders 

Drug law violations 
Property and other non-traffic crimes 

Offenders with serious "criminogenic" personal problems 

Possible Caseloads 

Alcoholics 
Dependents on other arugs 
Persistent sexual offenders (dangerous) 
Mentally ill persons (dangerous) 
Vocationally handicapped 

In figure 4, using FBI 1974 Uniform Crime Report data on the relative 

frequency of arrests for common arrest categories, data are presented for a 

hypothetical jurisdiction. Offense groupings follow the pattern set in Fig

U\~e 3. The rates for "probably di verti ble" cases represent the highest rates 

we have found in diversion programs for the specified offense categories. 

It should be painted out that we have found no jurisdiction with such h,igh 

rates for all ca~egories. 
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The 90% rate for public inebt:ia~~s can best be related to jurisdictions 

where the offense of public intoxication has been eliminated. Where arrests 

are still being made on this cha.rge~ the highest diversion rate found was about 
lCL-

58%. 

Using the diversion rates for all categories listed in Figure 4. and assum

ing that public intoxication is still an offense, almost half of persons sub

ject to arrest might be diverted. Eliminating public fnebriates from the 

picture, the rate would still be high, one-third. We were informed that 30% 

of all felony arrests resulted in diversion in one jurisdiction, but this is 

well above any overall percentage we are aware of in any other jurisdiction, 
-1"1, 

and of course it did not embrace a similar percentage of misdemeanants. 

These fi gures are not presented as a recommendation for a di version rate, 

but only to indicate the uopen-ended li nature of this issue. On the one hand, 

such a high overall rate of diversion would invite the criticism that diver

sion is blanketing people into the criminal justice system rather than screen

ing them out of it. In other words, it would probably be associated with a 

low rate (.)f prosecution refusals or dismissals on initial presentation. At 

the same time, it could be used by critics of the criminal justice system who 

decry a lack of vigor in prosecuting offenders and of stringency in dealfng 

with them. 

In addition to weighing these considerations, policy planners would have 

to consider the level of failure which would be acceptable. The more defen

dants diverted., as a. general rule, the more cases of failure. Moreove~, the 

more liberal the policies in diverting higher risk cases, the higher the rate 

of failure is likely to be. 
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Figure 4 

Arrests, % Prosecutable," and % Probably IIDivertibie 
Hypothetical Jurisdiction 

Probably 
Pros.cutable 

Probably 
MDiv.rtibl." 

Total ",,"sts 12.000 (12.203)1 

Part I Violent & Firearms (7.0) 840 75S (630) - -
Other "Inurpel"sonal II .. (15.4) 1.848 80S (1,478) 20Sb (370) , 

Property (17.3) 2.076 85S ( 1.765) 20Sb (415) 

Drugs (7.2) 864 75S (648) 60Sc (518) 

Public Intoxication (l8.S) 2.4954 95S (2.370) 90Sd (2,245) 

Traffic & Manslaughter (17.0) 2,040 90S ( 1,836) 60S' (1,224) 

All Other (17.0) 2.040 85S (l,734) 30% (612) 

Drug Dependents (Ei3•0) 360 80S (288) 30S (1.081) 

TOTAl. (1oo.a) 12.203 85.7S (10,461) 45.0S (5.492)e 

''lpublic intoxication arrests would total 2,268. We added lOS on assumpt1\ii'l this 
might represent the frequency, nationwide. With which such persons are taken by 
police to detox centers instead of to jail. The total in parentheSIS is adjus
ted to accommodate this addition. Percentages for various crime categories in 
the arrest column are of the 12,000 total. 

bOiversion Of the majority of these might through "adjus1:lllents" and referral 
service at the police and/or prosecutor level (e.g •• "dispute s.ttlement" pro· 
grams). 

~Half to two-thirds of these would be for possession of marihuana. usually, in 
small quantities. Decriminalization would be more economical and probably 
about as effective as diversion. 

dOiversion. in this instance is primarily by police to detox,centers. 

elf we exclude public inebriates from all calculations, we arrive at the following: 
9,708 arrests; 8,091 "prosecutable" (83.3S); 3,247 "divertible" (33.4S). 
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Three studies, completed in 1974, have, gone into those issues more exten

sively and in greater depth than was possible (or contemplated) for this proj-
12: 

ect; They overlapped somewhat in purpose and programs reviewed (Mullen, 

Pretrial Intervention, 1974, and Pretrial Services, 1974; Rovner-Pieczenik, 

1974). They reviewed evaluations and statistical data of several diversion 

programs both in terms of results reported and the adequacy of the evaluations 

themselves. Their findings were generally not inconsistent, but they differed 

in conclusions. 

Ms. Rovner-Pieczenik evidently accepted the concept of pretrial diversion 

and devoted her recomrrendations to suggestions for assuring fairness and legal 

soundness generally in use of diversion, for expansion of programs, and for 

research useful in planning program improvements •. 

Ms. Mullen, especially in her second report (Pretrial Services), seemed 

more impressed by the drawbacks inherent in diversion. She placed more emphasis 

on various alternatives to diversion than on ways of improving or extending 

existing programs. 

A review of the ttn"ee reports would give support to the following proposi

tions: 

1. Validated research evidence is lacking to justify the assump

tion, .. that formal pretrial diversion programs will result in less 

long-term recidivism than either unconditional diversion or tradi

tional court-corrections processi,ng and treatment. (This does not 

rule out the possibility, but research evidence on this point is 

lacking or inconclusive.) 

2. There is some evidence that people, while in formal diver

sion programs, are less frequently re-arrested than comparable de

fendants not diverted. Again, valid research data are skimp¥, so 
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that from a scientific standpoint it ;s not possible to generalize 

on this issue to diversi'on programs as such. 

3. Vocationally disadvantaged divertees appear to benefit from 

formal programs offering vocational and job placement services. 

But these findings are not demonstrable for all such programs, and 

many diversion pr.ograms "do not emphasiz~ this kind of service. 

4. Costs of diversion pY:9grams vary extensively. The benefits 

are frequent'ly difficult to assess - some, being non-qua.ntifiable, 

such as defendant's, avoidance of a criminal record. Savings to the 

criminal justice system .from diversion are not easy to document -

partly because valid unit costs for many activities do not exist, 

but more importantly because determining just what criminal justice 

decisions would ensue had a'n individual not been ,diverted is specula

tive. A limited amount of cost-benefit research has been done, em

ploying assumptions as to percentages of div~rtees who, would other~ 

wise have been prosecuted, convicted, sentenced to jailor prison, 

or placed on probation. The authors did not find the conclusions 

fully convincing because of weaknesses in research design or data 

1 imi tati ons. 

In shor.t, embarking on a diversion program·is pretty mucb·an act of faith. 

From a conmon' sense ~tandpoint; there are evi.dent passi bi.1 ities. for' reducing 

court processing costs, important intangible benefits for the defendant (if 
, . 

he is a success), and the risk to the community is no. greater than comparable 

dispositions which ~ight be ~ade subsequent to a conviction',such as probation. 

At the same time, pr,ogram costs cer'tai nly need not exceed costs of a pro

bation program. This assumes (1) that the diversion program provides super-
.' 

vision and services on the basis of demonstrated need and motiviltion - not 
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ritualistically in all cases; (2) that the comparable probation program does 

likewise. Essentially, the only differences between them are the legal status 

of the participants and, presumably, the lesser commitment to criminality of 

the divertees. (In practice many diversion programs are more richly staffed and 

and have other resources beyond those of probation departments in the same 

jurisdiction. This has almost always reflected the effects of program nove.lty 

and heavy federal funding. In the long run it seems likely and logical that 

these differences will disappear.) 

Program Evaluation 

Each jurisdiction operating a diversion program does well to observe it 

through formal on-going evaluation. 

Because of ethical, legal, and political issues inherent in a classical 

research design for a program of this sort, it is questionable how much IItruly 

scientific" research can be anticipated. (For example, an experiment where 

randomly selected groups are diverted unconditionally, assigned to formal di

version programs, and processed traditionally.) This is not to discourage 

such plans, where they may exist, but to caution against high expectations 

that a "science of diversion ll is only a matter of time. 

It is possible to do a number of administratively useful things, however, 

without resort to experimental research. 

1. Identified objectives can be set forth for a program: (a) operational 

objectives (such as numbers of various ca~egories of cases to be screened and 

provided various levels of supervi~ion or types of services); (b) performance 

objectives (percentages of clients who will complete the program successfully 

and benefit in speci fi ed w~ys). Ope'rations can be· moni tored and stati sti cs 
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tabulated to permit assessment of how well objectives were accomplished.Ser-
".--;:--;--

vices or methods producing disappointing results can be scrapped or-modified 

(unless there is r~ason to believe that objectives were set unreasonably high). 

Unpredictably high rates of success may su.ggest liberalization of selection 

criteria (or use of unconditional diversion for categories of people whO don1t 

appear to need supervision or services). 

2. Statistics for the diversion program can be analyzed in the context 

of system-wide statistics - assuming an information system exists to provide 

these. The results might throw light on a number of issues: how significant 

is the diversion program (e.g., number- of participants as a percentage of the 

total criminal justice caseload)? how does the group differ, in terms of 

various characteristics, from arrestees generally - or from groups disposed of 

in particular ways other than through this program? How do re-arrest rates 

compare over similar time periods? How do divertees perform, in various other 

ways, as compared with probationers? 

3. More pr~cise cost data can be developed" for the diversion program. 

The same can be done with such other programs as various type of pret~ial re

lease, probation, parole, or confinement in various types of facilities. Gross 

comparisons can be made as well as comparisons in which account is taken of 

differing client characteristics and/or different kinds and levels of service. 

Out of this may well come practice modifications in either diversion or other 

kinds of programs. 

The costs of activities saved by diversion (e .. g., number of court appear-

ances) can be identified, and it may be possible, .through_reference to system /' 

statistics, to estimate with reasonable accuracy the type and level of such 

activities which the average divertee would have experienced if not diverted. 
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I~nother approach to this latter kind of "system impact" by diversion would 

. be p,ossible in a jurisdiction where arrests are on the rise. It might·be~d€'mon

!strated, for exampl e, that di vet'Sicn permi tted the system to cope with the 

increased intake without comnensurate additions to the beach or court faci 1 i-

ti es or to the staffs of the prosecutor or .pub 1 i c,'d~fender. ' 

Diversion and Jail Population 

Diversion practices can significantly affect jail population and costs 

under some circumstances including: 

• Reduction in Jail bookings by introduction of pre-arrest measures, 

such as adjustment or conci 1 i ati on of family and nei ghborhood dis

putes on the part of the police and prosecutor. 
" 

• Diversion of most if not all public inebriates to detoxification 

centers at the pOint of arrest. 

• Referral by pol i ce of minor drug offenders to drug education and 

treatment agencies - instead of booking them into jail and present-" 

ing case to prosecutor. 

• Early identification and treatment diversion programs for drug

dependent persons. 

• Similar programs for people with serious problems of mental health 

or mental retardation who may now be cared for, if inadequately, 

in jails and prisons. 

• Expansion of diversion programs which have demonstrated effective

ness with minor first offenders to more serious cases. 

Exactly what,might be expected in the way of impact on jail population 
. ,~, 

would depend on which of these measures might be aciopted, how widely they are 
r, 
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employed, and the effects of prior pradtite-s~'{tn,~t~tms of the number of jail 
. . ~ --: ~'.-: :":: . 

bookings and average da,ily population. A hypothetical-:~\ampls:JlltJs.1:rates 
-'.-' .... :., .. -..... -...-

tha' point: 

---, 
Unsentenced Ave,rage Daily Jail "Population 

Local Bookings Unsenten-ced Sentefic-ed -- Total~ 
Situation* --"- '. 

: A1l Public All Public All Public All Public 
Cases Intox. Cases Intox. Cases Intox. Cases Intox. 

--Current 30,000 7,500 329 82 462 277 791 359 

Public Ine- 22,500 - 247 .. 185 - 432 
briates -j Eliminated 

45.01 .' 

I % reduction 25.0 25.0 65.0 I 

* Assumptions: (1) All uno;entenced<book1ngs spend an average of 4 days i"',jail 
before either pretrial release or case disposition. (2) 75% 
of an cases and 90% of public 'inebr'iates' are convicted. (3) 
Of those convicted 25% of all cases are sentenced to jail and 
50% of publ'icinebriates.. (4) All serve average of 30 days. 

Where a jurisdi'ction1s diversion practices are expected to impact on jail 

population, documentation of actual results should be included in evaluation 

plans. Doing this would entail developing baseline data - that iss how many 

persons in the target category are presently in the jai 1 (unsentenced and sen

tenced) and what do these represent as a percentage of arrests of this cate

gory of defendants? After the diversion program has been operative over a 

period of months, if there is an impact on jail population, the percentage 

figures should demonstrate this, (Using raw numbers would:not be helpful, 

since the number of arrests might go up or duwn.) 
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CHAPT.ER II I . 

DIVERSION CATEGORIES ANp~PROGRAM VARIATJONS 

To throw additional light on some advant,ages and disadvant,ages of 

:~7differing approaches todtv.~.pSoi:oiT, maJor-t'Yllesof diversion programs are 
:; -..:.:;:~:~ ~." .' . 

revieweJ;t .. beloW, illustrated by practices in several juri.sdic.t;ons. ' 
,'~ ~ '. 

A brief review of police diversion practices was included in Chapter "II. 

Another is considered below, in relation to diversion of,:;public inebriates. 

Other categories of diYersion programs reviewed ares·i'tizen dispute s~ttlement 

by the prosecutor in the, pre-arrest stage; dr~flrdriver diversion; diversion 

programs for "vo~ationa 1-1Ydfsadvant;ged;' persons; drug di versi on progr~ms; 
and diversion of less specialized categories. 

Citizen Dispute Settlement 

A substantial proportion of crimina~ complaints are related to family 

and neighborhood quarrels and petty neighborhood crime. The persons involved 

ordinarily are known to each other. Often they are involved in a relationship ~ 

which is likely to continue despite an isolated (or chronic) eruption invoJv .. , 

ing assaults, property damage, threats, thefts., or other behavior within the 

scope of criminal law. Traditional criminal justice procedures-and sanctions 

are impersonal, often clumsy, slow and costly. They are not well designed 
.,;':': 

to resolve crises, settle personal disagreements, or bring about adjustments 

in the relationships and behavior of people at the family or n~ighborhood level. 

Many of these disputes and differences are amenable to mediation by a 

c._ disinterested third party. Some of the personal problems contributing to them 

can be identified a,nd resolved th,rough social, economic, health, or other 

human services. 
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One of the most conmendab1e examples of diversion is the practice of de

f1ecting such categories of 'comp1~ints away from the criminal justi ce system, 

while effectively referring the parties involved to sources of intermediation 

and other appropriate services. 

An example of such a program in a police agency was cited in Chapter II 

(page 35). 

Similar programs also operate in prosecution agencies -' dealing with com

plaints which reach the magistrate or are made directly to the prosecutor. 

Such a program in Columbus, Oh;o~ was identified by the LEAA as an 

"exemplary project. 11 Known as the Night Prosecutor Program, this innovative 

approach to citizen disputes was begun in the fall of 1971 by the Columbus 

City Attorney with the cooperation of a local law school. 

The kinds of inter-personal criminal charges dealt with include assault, 

threats, telephone harassment~ criminal mischief, and larceny (including since 

1973 bad check cases). Referrals may come from complainants directly, from 

police, city prosecutor's staff, or legal aid. In addition staff selects 

prospective cases by reviewing the court's summons docket each day. (Since 

1973 in Columbus the Clerk of Courts prepares summonses rather than arrest 

warrants whenever this appears to be appropriate.) 

The object of the program is, wherever possible, to resolve the situation 

occasioning the complaint without resort to criminal processing. At times 

cases are diverted at an initial screening interview - where complaints may 

be referred on to the detectiv~ bureau, cases maybe scheduled for a mediation 

hearing, or the interviewer may simply refer the complainant to a community 

social agency. 

Mediation hearings are held at night and on Saturdays to facilitate 
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attendance by employed participants. Actually these are in the nature of group 

interviews designed to help the parties arrive at ~ resolution of their dif

ferences and achieve reconciliation or, at least, some apparently lasting agree

ment to live at peace. 

In 1974 the program was expanded to include family counseling services. 

Such help appeared essential in cases where long-standing or deeply rooted 

conflicts lay behind the complaint, and a mediation hearing could only achieve 

a brief interruption in hostil ities. 

Project staff, in 1974, included two attorney-supervisors and thirty-nine 

part-time law students,. who work an average of about five hours a ~eek. The 

students man two clerk-interviewer positions throughout each evening and four 

hearing officer positions weekday evenings and on Sa.turday. Family counsel

ing sessions were conducted two days a week by seven students from a local 

seminary who have had special training in such work. 

In one 12-month period (September, 1972, to' September, 1973) 3,626 direct 

complaints were diverted t~ the program. About a third of the cases appeared 

to resolve themselves - the parties did not appear and complaints did not recur. 

Some 2,200 initial hearings were held - with 100 secofld hearings because of 

complaints of non-compliance. It was necessary to refer only 84 cases on for 

prosecution. Costs for this year totaled $80,300 - about $20 per case diverted. 

Had all 3,626 cases resulted in aY'rest and initiatlon of prosecution, costs 

per case would have ranged from at least this figure to perhaps thousands of 

dollars - depending on how far ~n+Q the court and corrections system the de

fendal1t went. l 
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Public Inebriate 

In most cOlTlTlunities the largest single occasion for adult arrest is public 

drunk.enness (accounting ·for almost one in -'Five adult arrests nationally in 1974, 

according to the FBI's Uniform Crime Report for that year). 

In many jails public inebriates occupy a majority of the beds - includ

ing those awaiting disposition and those serving sentences. Legal views and 

public opinion in recent years have come increasingly to agreement that alco

holism is akin to, if not actually a disease - and that the public drunk should 

be regarded as a subject for health and social services rather than the crim

inal justice system. Decriminalization of this traditional misdemeanor has 

been voted by a number of state and local legislative bodies. 

Where public intoxication is still an offense, diversion is often exten

sively practiced. This is often unconditional diversion. It may take a com

bination of forms, including: 

1. Delivery of·at least some inebriates to a detoxification 

center (by police) instead of to jail. 

2. Re1~ase of public inebriates booked into the jail, with-

out prosecuti on, when they become sober enough or when a thi rd pa~ty 

agrees to assume responsibility for them - usually in a matter of 

a few hours. In some places (e.g., Charlotte, N.C.) this is done 

on the basis of an informal agreement with the prosecutor and court. 

In California, police have statutory authority to release intoxicated 

persons' without referral for prosecution, if they deem this is not 

necessary or appropriate. Through agreements with arresting agen

cies, county jailers (sheriff's department) make such release deci

sions in behalf of the police departments, once the arrestee is booked 
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into the jail. Typically, arrestees who have not been given such 
• 2. 

releases more than twice in the past year are processed in this way. 

3. Pretrial service agencies (or IIRDRII screening units) may 

ignore the public inebri~tes - leaving his disposition to the jailer 

or to the judge at time of ftrst appearance. At times, however, 

pub 1 i c i nebri a tes may be among persons referred by pretri a 1 service 

agencies to appropriate community agencies or organizations for care 

and treatment. Typically, this is incidental to pretrial release, 

but where such a referral seems to be working out successfully, a 

recommendation to suspend or drop prosecution may be mad~ - an in

formal instance of diversion. 

Indianapolis Project. An example of the last type of diversion was found 

in Indianapolis and operates as follows: 

Under an agreement with the court and prosecutor, the pretrial services 
/., 

agency screens public inebriation arrestees and refers selected cases to a detoxi,.. 

fication center. The agency has authority to order their release for this purpose. 

Delivery to the center is accomplished by center staff during certain hours of 

the day, otherwise by pq,lice. At the time of the referral, the agency requests a 

3D-day continuance. 

If the individual remains at the center for .the standard three-day detoxi

fication period, the pretrial agency so advises the court and district attorney, .. 
and prosecution is dropped. If he fails to m~et this requirement, the agency 

notifies him that he is bound to appear in court on the date set i6 the continu

ance order. If he fails to do so, a failure to appear arrest warrant is issued. 

The agency has tried t? select reasonably hopeful cases in this program 

and appears to have done a good job. In 1975 of 287 referrals to the detox 

center 243, 85%, completed the three-day p~ogram and had their charges dismissed. 
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Of the 243 a bit over half, 130, acted on detox center referrals to other 
.3 

agencies or organizations for follow-up treatment. 

The project, at the outset, ruled out any extenstve study of diversion 

for alcoholics. A few detoxification centers were visited, and data were col

lected in the jurisdictions involved on the relative use of the detox center 

vs. arrest and booking. The detox center is only a stop~gap, however, although 

certainly a quite desirable substitute for the pretrtal jail in these cases. 

A network of further resources are necessary in any concerted effort to deal 

with the public inebriate. 

Prior LEAA-funded studies provided fuller and more expert coverage of 

this subject area than was possible for us. These studies resulted in two 

quite useful publications: the final report on the St. Louis Detoxification and 

Diagnostic Evaluation Center and an LEAA prescriptive package, Diversion of the 

Public Inebriate from the Criminal Justice System. Also of value is a recent 

publication of the National Association of Counties on planning and funding 
4 

programs for alcohol treatment. 

Model legislation is another source of guidance for planning in this area. 

For examp'le, the State of Maine, in 1973, enacted an adaptation of the Uniform 

Alcoholism and Treatment Act. (Chapter 254, Title 22, Revised Statutes.) 

Under this law no laws or ordinances may be enacted in the state providing 

criminal penalties for drinking, being a common drunkard, or being found in an 

intoxicated condition. 

The Act created a Division of Alcoholism within the State Department of 

Heal th and Wel fare and charged it with responsibil ity for planni,ng and developir.g 

programs for treatment and prevention of alcoholism and encouraging and as~isting 

private organizations and local units of government also to develop pr.ograltls. 

The Division serves as a channel for distributlon of federal and state funds 
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to localitie" for thes.e purposes -- on th.e basis of formal plans at the 

10cal~ regional and state level. 

Under the Act, several actions are possible for persons who appear to 

be intoxicated: 

They may, with their own consent, be ass1sted home, 

taken to a hospital, detox center, or other appropriate 

facility. 

If determined to be "incapacitated(t. by alcohol, they 

may be taken, without their consent, to an appropriate 

facility. Such individuals may be detained until no longer 

incapacitated but not beyond 48 hours. 

There are provisions also for voluntary and involuntary commitments for 

treatment of alcohol ism. Involuntary patients may not be held longer than five 

days without a court hearing. After a hearing, they may be held up to thirty 

days -- and up to two gO-day extensions can be ordered. 

At the same time, persons may not be held under such commitments essen

tially for custodial purposes. The detaining facility must have appropriate 

treatment services for them, as certified by the Division. 

Drunk Drivers 

Arr.ests for driving under the influence of liquor are second only to pub

lic intoxication arrests, nationwide, and exceed these in some jurisdictions. 5 

One diversion program for this offender category Was encountered. Unlike 

other programs referred to in this chapter it is not described in diversion. 

literature. The program operates in Phoenix, Arizona, and was jointly planned 
. ~ 

by the Municipal Court and City Attorney's office in the wake of legislation 

mandating a minimum sentence of one day in jail for the first offense of driv

ing under the influence. With 12,000 arrests a year on this charge - and with 
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the new 1 aw gi vi ng ri se to an enormous i.ncrease in demands for tri a 1 s - a 

prohibi~ive volume of work for court and prosecutor's staff began to develop. 

Moreover a minimum increase in average daily jail population of 25 or 30 ap

peared inevitable. 

The judges believed that various programs being used in Phoenix for con-. 

victed drunk drivers were not only much less costly but, in most instances, 

more effective than jail. 

Under the plan which evolved, such arrestees, in the prosecutor's d;'scre

tion, may be "diverted," so far as the drunk driving charge is concerned. 

But the i ndi vi dua 1 signs an agreement to. plead gui 1 ty ina speci fi c court

room on a named date to a lesser vehicle code charge. The prosecutor also signs 

and agrees to recommend a specified fine. The defendant further agrees to 

participate in one or more specified programs related to problems associated 

with his offense, as developed through an assessment by a "case coordinator." 

Defense counsel also signs the agreement. If the defendant is not againar

rested \'1ithin the set time period, usually 60 days, and participates in the 

prescribed program(s), the bargain is carried out in OPt:::l court, the judge 

ordinarily accepting the prosecutor's recommendation as to the penalty. 

Programs include corrmunity college based courses on driving .and alcohol

ism and a range of therapeutic programs for problem drinkers. Generally speak

ing, defendants finance their own programs through tuition payments or fees. 

Failure of the defendant to meet his obligations can result either in 

reinstatement of the original charge or recommendation of a heavier penalty 

by the prosecutor if the defendant is still allowed to plead to the lesser 

offense. 6 
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Vocationally Disadvantaged 

This type of div~rsion program was tried initially (1967) in New York 

City (Court Employment Project) and Washington, D.C. (Project Crossroads). 

The Vera Institute of Justice sponsored the New York program and the National 

Committee for Children and Youth the District of Columbia one. The U.S. 

Department of Labor supplied the funds for operations and subsequent evalua

tions. The programs gave priority to younger offenders who were, on the whole, 

poorly educated, unskilled, and chronically unemployed or under-employed. 

Education~ training, job placement and related counseling services were empha

sized~7 

Following initially reported success of these pioneer efforts, the Labor 

Department funded nine replications across the country, eight for adult offend

ers and one for juveniles. An extensive evaluation of these was completed 
, 

during 1974 by ABT Associates of Cambridge, Massachusetts. The findings, very 

briefly summarized, included these: 8 

• Diversion did not increase the risk of further crime to the com-

munity and possibly reduced it in the short run (based on avail

able re-arrest figure9). 

• A significant number of participants found employment through the 

project, and a much higher percentage were employed at termination 

than at intake (58% vs. 33%). 

• Overall, the projects did not appear to enhance employment skills 

notably or to place people in more desirable jobs. That is, almost 

two-tnirds of those employed a year after termination were in mini

mum-pay jobs. 
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• Property offenders seemed to benefit more than other categories 

from this program • 

• Defendants who came into the program with fairly good employment 

records appeared to gain, in other areas of thei:r lives, from 

counseling serv'ices. Those with poor work histories frequently 

benefited from job and training services but not so much from counsel

ing . 

. • MOl~e coul d be done to reduce rather hi gh costs of the programs \ 

This would be one effect of some of the pro!}ram recommendations. 

Recommendations included: 

• Reduce extensiveness of screening procedures; 

• Individualize service plans more, concentrating appropriate 

services where they are most needed and most likely to pro

duce resul ts; 

• As a consequence, permi t case loads to expand, especi tilly 

by taking on more needy (and usually more serious) cases; 

• The programs studied should be seen as one component of a 

,comprehensive set of pretrial release and diversion programs. 

In too many instances they reflect conditions of fragmentation 

and unplanned resource allocation in criminal justicei 

• Cons i der pre-arrest di vers i on of these 1 ess ser'j ous cases 

rather than proceeding 'to the arraignment stage. 

• Strengthen relatjonships with criminal justice agencies; 

Consider dependinr on them to refer cases, rather than con

tinuing to invest in court and jail screening tasks. 
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Project Intercept - San Jose, Cali forni a. Thi s was one of the "second 

round" diversion programs funded initially by a Department of Labor grant. 

It is operated by a private non-profft corporation~ the Foundation for Resear.ch 

and Human Development. It was started in April 1971. First year funding 

was 100%. The second year Santa Clara County matched a Labor Department grant 

on a 50-50 basis. Since then the County has continued to fund the program 

out of federal revenu~ sharing funds. As this is written (Spring of 1976) 

the County is considering withdrawal of its support in the face of the possi

bility of failure of Congress to continue the revenue sharing program (a pros

pect by no means unique for programs of thi s sort). 

The program serves county residents charged with misdemeanors. Candidates 

are ordinarily 18 to 26 years of age and usually have no prior adult convic

tions. The selection criter1a favor property offenders who suffer from dif

ficulties in finding or maintaining employment. The criteria were agreed to 

by the Municipal Court Judges, District Attorney, Public Defender, and the 

County Board of Supervisors. 

'procedures. A pro.ject staff member is in court daily and screens persons 

scheduled for arraignment on misdemeanor charges. In cases where a person 

meets screening criteria and expresses an interest in the pro~ram, the court 

is requested to grant a lO-day continuance. During this period the agency 

assesses the candidate as to needs and motivation and acquaints him or her 

with the program in detail. Where diversion to the agency continues to appear 

in order, this is recolTi11ended in a report which goes to the court, the prose-

cutor, and the defense attorney. The defendant then, with concurrence of these ~, 

officials, enters a plea of nolo aontendeI'e, and the case is set down for three 

to six months. 
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Applicants who are finally approved in this manner are assigned to one 

of the agency counselors. Counselor and participant work out a service plan -

goals and related activities and services, primarily in relation to employment 

or preparation for employment. Services may range widely: assistance with 

such problems as child care or transportation; placement in a job or in train

ing (49% of all participants); one-to-one tutoring aimed at helping a partici

pant gain a high school equivalency certificate (23% of all participants); 

referral for services in relation to alcohol or drug dependency, marital con

flict, or some other personal problem. 

The tutoring program is managed. by an educational coordinator and involves 

use of volunteers - including some present or former parttcipants who had suc

cessfully completed the "G.E.D." program. Some participants are practically 

illiterate at the outset~ so that their need is for basic education. About 

a third of those participating in the tutoring program manage to gain their 

high school equivalency certificates. 

Program Data. During its first three years the project accepted 612 par

ticipants, 84% of whom successfully completed and gained dismissal of charges. 

A recent study conducted by County Executive staff compareQ recidivism 

rates for successful program participants with rates for four other categories 

of defendants: (1) participants who failed to complete; (2) technically eligible 

candidates who dropped out or were not finally selected during the la-day 

screening period; (3) technically eligible defendants who rejected diversion 

at the screening interview; (4) a random sample of misdemeanant defendants 

not meeting eligibility requirements. Random samples of 50 individuals from 

each of the five groups were followed up· for at least eight months and up to 

twenty. 
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Program failures had the poorest record of re-arrests (55%), followed 

by·eligibles not selected after in-depth screening (45%). Successful' partici

pants (40%) and eligibles who rejected diversion (38%) were closely comparable 

in recidivism, while the least recidivistic were the ineligibles - by and 

large 01 der and/or more affl uent defendants (33%). 

Of special interest is that the subsequent charges incurred by success

ful program pa l'ti ci pants were si gni fi cantly 1 ess serious than for any of the 

other groups. On the average, the 200 defendants in the other four groups 

incurred].3 arrests. for felonies and more serious misdemeano)"'s. The·success

ful participants incurred .6 arrests, on the average, on such. charges. The 

great majority of their arrests were for traffic violations, and most of these 

(35 out of 53) were char'ged to only three of the 50 participants. 

The project has a staff of ten persons: di rector! secretary, court re

cruiter, four counselors, job developer, educational coordinator, and ciei'''k.. 

In addition several volunteers are active, primarily as tutors in the "in_ 

house" educational program. Staff size has been held constant as the case

load has increased. Cost per enrollee was running about $650 in 1974 and cur

rently is estimated at $488. 

Other. In addition to "divertees," the agency provides job and training 

placement services, tutoring, and counseling for a miscellany of other clients. 

These include probationers either referred by their probation offi'cer or granted 

probation with the condition they report to Project Intercept for services. 

Also included are some defendants from a minor drug offense diversion program 

(P.C. 1000) operated by the Adult Probation Department. There are also occa

sional self-referred clients who·have learned of the agency from friends who 

are participants. ThE~1 participant caselbad, including those in screening 
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status, was running about 120 in the spring of 1976; an additional 15 to 20 

referral clients are usually being served. Counting these, counselor caseloads 

run about 35 on the average as compared with 25 two years earlier. 

Women have been heavily represented among parti cipants, comprising hal f 

the new enrollees some months. A bit over half the clients bear Spanish sur

names and are predominantly of Mexican descent, with a few Puerto Ricans. 

Blacks average about 15% of intake and white "Anglos" about 30%. 

An interesting program feature - required for new participants during 

their early weeks - is a "rap sessionlD w-ith representatives of the San Jose 

Police Department. This has the dual aim of modifying client attitudes toward 

law and law enforcement and police attitudes toward young offenders. Sessions 

vary from rather stilted and unproductive to IIwide openll discussions which 

do seem to have learning value for both sides. 9 

Operation de Novo. This is another of the ninellsecond roundll diversion 

programs initially funded by the U.S. Department of Labor. It 'is about twice 

as 1 argeas the Intercept program just described. Mo_reover.! in the Jast-faw 

years, with agreement of prosecutor and courts, it has begun to acc~pt partici

pants who were charged with felony offenses. 

A fairly detai1ed account of the history and current operations of this 

program is presented in another LEAA publication: A Guide 'to Improved Handling, 

of Misdemeanant Offeoder.s: Prescriptive Package, page 80.10 
-. 

This project has fared better in terms of prospects for survival thi'm 

may prove to be the case with Project Intercept. Since January 1, 1976,., it 

has been fully funded by Hennepin County under a contractual relationship, 

and it appears that the arrangement is on ~ solid footing.ll 
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Less Speci"alized Programs 

Dade County, Fl or; da.1 
2.' The Pretri a 1 Intervention program di ffers in 

a number of significant ways' from most of the Labor Department sponsored pro-

grams. 

1. It is conducted by a public criminal. justice agency rathe~~-than a 

PI~;,vi~te organization. 

2. There is less emphasis on reaching out to people with employment prob

lems ~nd on training and job placement services and more, on counseling in re

lation to personal problems. 

3. The program primarily 'serves persons charged with felontes (B5%of , 
intake). 

4. Drug law violators and persons dependent on drugs or alcohol are not 

excluded. 

5. It maintains notably close linkage with other county agenc'ies provid

ing servi ces for defendants in the pretri al stage. 

6. The diversion agency does not engage in initial screening, candidates 

being referred by the several components of the criminal justice system. 

7. Through various agreements and collaborative arrangements with other ,,

agencie$ diversion procedures have been extended so as to benefit more defen- ",' 

dants than the agency could serve directly. Moreover, some'participants who 
.~~: 

are not approved for deferred prosecution are granted "judjcial diversion,'" 

in the WilY of suspended judgment following conviction or plea of guHty, on 

the agency's recommendat1on. 

8. Expungement af ,the arrest rlacord is emphasized. This i's tied in with 

a one-year follow-up, primarily to collect program evaluation ,data butoccq-' 

s'ionally also resulting in provision of further services, wher~ these are re-
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quested. Persons who successfully complete the program and remain arrest-free 

for one year following this are reported to the County Director of Public Safety, 

who has agreed to direct the expungement of the o~iginal arrest record in such 

cases. 
I~ '. 

The program is one of two directed by Thomas K. Petersen, a former deputy 

district attorney and public defender. The other program is pretrial release. 

The latter is one of the sources of referral for diversion. Persons released 

on recommendation of the pretrial release staff - and then selected for diver

sion - report only to their diversion program counselor, duplicative responsi

bi'lity having been eliminated. 

This twin agency is housed in the Circuit Court, with the director report

ing to the presiding judge in policy matters and the court administrator in 

relation to fiscal and other administrative matter's. Originally, the pretrial 

diversion agency was housed in the prosecutoris office and pretrial release 

in the County Department of Corrections. 

Although employment-related needs and.services are less emphasized than 

in a number of other diversion program$, this area is in no sense overlooked. 

A fol1ow-r;-> study in 1975 showe~ two thirlgs: (1) A rather high percentage 

of participants were students (36%); at the same time about two thirds of the 

part'icipants were employed (64%), most of them full-time (46%). In the period 

3 to 6 months after completion 86% were employed, 58% full-time. Smaller but 

rne'asurable gains were noted in skill, level of employment, job satisfaction, 

and length of time on present job. 

f_fiority to.Felony Cases. The program is reaching many more felony ar

restees than most diversion programs - 1,458 or 12% of all fe10ny arrestees 

in the County during 1975. Offenses run the gamut, for example: marihuana 
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possessio~1 20%; other drug offenses 17%; breaking and entering 14%; stolen 

property 10%; larceny and auto theft 20%; weapons violations 6%. 

Ordinarily offenses inv.olving violence exclude a defendant, but 6% of 

1975 intake included such offenses as aggravated assaults robbery,resisting 

arrest, assault and battery, and arson. These may enter the program only when 

recommended by the prosecutor, victims and police officer. (In all cases, 

prosecutor consent is of course required. In addition the arresting officer 

and victim, if any, are routinely contacted. Usually if there is objection, 

prosecution is not deferred, although the defendant may be allowed to partic

ipate in the diversion agency programs as a volunteer. See below for further 

discussion. Objections occur, incidentallY, in only 3% of the cases.) 

Restitution. In relation to victims, the program involves a restitution 

component - even where guilt is never legally established. Victims are invited 

to submit claims as to losses in excess of insurance received. The figures 

are checked against· information in the arrest report. Negotiations may lead 

to reduction in the victim's claim. Restituti·ol1 is voluntary, but; in its ab

sence the. victim may register oppo~ition to deferred prosecution. This has 

happened rarelys and other than the work involved and legal impHcations, resti

tuti on does not seem to affect the program adversely. From an t;!thica 1 stand

point advantages probably offset disadvantages. 

In terms of race and culture, the program appears to serve a cross section 

of technically eligible arrestees, viz.: 

1975 First Offenders Charged 
Enrollees With Non-Violent Crimes in 1975 

% Black 35 38 

% White (Anglo) 52 48 

% Spanish surnames 13 14 
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Initially, pi"~.cticallY all referrals were by the pretrial release agency 

i nterviewe}1s, btAt by 1975 they ,were the source of only 17% of the, parti cipants. 

Private attorneys and the public defender referred 40%, the police (interest

ingly) 9%, pro~~cutor 8%, courts 5%, and others 11%. 

1975 Change~. In order to increase program capacity without additional 

cost or reduced quality of service, two changes were introduced in 1975. De

fendants arrested for possession of small amounts of marihuana who do not ap

pear to need supervision or services are not assigned to counselor caseloads. 

They are monitored only as to subsequent arrests. 

The other change was eli~ination of duplication in cases involving drug 

dependency. These were regularly referred for treatment service arrangements 

to the County Comprehensive Drug Program agency. The client then reported 

both to pretrial intervention and the treatment agency. His performance was 

monitored by both pretrial intervention and TASC. These cases are no longer 

charged to pretri al intervention, but continue to have the bEmef'it of deferred 

prosecution, dismissal of charges, and where qualified expungement of the ar

rest record. TASC handles the monitoring. 

In some cases, because of nature of charge or objections from arresting 

officer or victim, prosecution is not deferred. If the candidate is otherwise 

qualified and wishes to take part, he may still be taken into the program. 

Subsequently the prosecutor may be led to change his mind and arrange for dis' 

mi ssal of the chaY'ge through a noUe pT'osequi motion,,. Or the defendant may 

be tried and convicted or plead guilty. If he has met program requirements 

the pretrial intervention agency then recommends that the court suspend judg

ment and place the defendant on probation, frequently unsupervised and of brief 

duration. 
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Staffing/Budget. The project was originally supported by LEAA funds, 

through the state criminal justice council. Since late 1974 it has been fully 

funded by. the County~ The 1975 appropriation was $341,250. (With 925 cases 

terminated, this represents an average cost of $369 per case; successful com

pletions totaled 735 for an average cost of $464.) 

The budget provides for staff housed in the prosecutor's office who handle 

all of the clerical and secretarial work related to clients identified as eli

gibles; this is not ordinarily the case with projects not administered by the 

prosecutor. This point needs to be kept in mind in comparing costs of this 

program and others. 

Staff includes director, administrative assistant, two supervisors, four 

interviewers, fifteen counselors, and a secretarial staff of six - for a total 

of 29 persons. 

Counselors are comparatively young persons and include a balanced mix 

of men and women and ethnic groups. Qualifications are flexible, with more 

attention to interest and personality factors than formal qualifications. 

Continuing in-service training as well as some external training are provided. 

A quite detailed manual, with samples, of forms and other exhibits, serves to 

orient and guide the staff: 

Evaluations. The program keeps good records and makes every reasonable 

effort to follow-up on clients for up to a year after termination. Annual 

statistical reports are published. 

~everal evaluations have been completed. Two sought to relate program 

services to recidivism as measured by re-arrest subsequent to participation. 

The first was done in 1973, the second in 1974. Another such study is to be 

completed in 1976. The second sJu~y was more comprehensive and involved larger 

numbers than the first. It resul ted in a concl usion that program parti cipants 
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were 1 ess frequently re-arrested than members of a control group an.d that par

ticipants who wer.e granted deferred prosecution did better than those diverted 

by the court after prosecution had run its course. The study has been criti

cized, chiefly on the basis of control group adequacy. In any event, the re

sults would seem to indicate that diversion did not increase community risk 

in these cases. 

A limited cost-benefit analysis was done. This estimated the costs at

tached to criminal justice activities, in 797 felony cases, where prosecution 

goes forward. These totaled $816,192. The diversion agency terminated this 

number of felony cases in 1975 (plus terminating 128 misdemeanor cases). Pro

gram costs were $341,250. Cost of reinstituting prosecution in program fail

ure cases was estimated at $76,608. The program then claimed a net savings 

of $398,334 to the County, taking only felony cases into account. 

Unfortunately the analysis stopped at what is really only an identifica

tion of "theoretical savings." It is unlikely that commensurate reductions 

were made in appropriations for courts, prosecuto)', public defender, and cor-

rections. On the other hand, it might have been possible to demonstrate that 

these agencies met their deadlines and ()ther objectives in the face of increased 

arrests wi thout added staff - or that court back-logs were Y'educed or other 

evidences found that the diversion program had a favorable .economic impact 

on the system. 

Mentioned earlier wete highlights of a 1975 study of program impact on 

employment of.participants. 

Genesee County, Michigan. The Citizens Probation Authority in Flint, 

Michigan, ;s one of the oldest formal diversion programs in the country. As 

<in Dade County, it is designed primarily for felony cases, and we understand 

. " ¥, 
.~~! .,!. 
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that as many as 30% of prospective felony charges are diverted. About half 

of these, however, are for shoplifting, which in many jurisdictions is usually 

a misdemeanor. 

The program was started as a largely volunteer project in 1965 by Prose

cuting Attorney Robert F. Leonard and was originally called the Court of No 

Record. It aimed at enabling youthful persons (17 to 21) accused of non-violent 

crimes to avoid the stigma of a criminal record and possible induction into 

a criminal career. A citizens' committee participated in case selection and 

in referral of divertees to cormnunity agencies when they stood in need of em

ployment, health, social or other services. 

The program prospered, but at a modest level, and in 1968 it began to 

evolve into a professionally operated pretrial probation program. The citi

zens committee became an advisory board on policy matters. 

The original thrust of the program did not change, but selection criteria 

were liberalized and the number of clients served began to grow. 

From the outset the policy has been to identify at the point of the crime 

complaint o.r arrest accused persons classifiable as "situational law-breakers" 

rather than "criminals" (chronic offenders). The selection p01icy does not 

rule out a prior record but specifies that the instant offense not constitute 

part of a continuing pattern of anti-social behavior. So far as practica" 

these people would be handled with minimum prosecutor/court involvement and 

would be protected from a criminal record. (Record expungement is sought under 

provisions of a state law - Title 4 - State Affairs, Section .4.463.) 

As it became a p,rofessional operation, the name was changed to Citizens 

Probat.ion Authority and the program was assigned to a newly created agency 

of county government - independent of both prosecutor and court (this at the 

urgi ng of Di stri ct At'torney L{:!onard) . 
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Evaluation. An extensive inter-disciplinary evaluative study was conducted 

in 1972. Funded by the Michigan Office of Criminal Justice Programs, the study 

was carried out by faculty members of two universities under coordination of 

P~ofessor Ellis Perlman of the University of Michigan at Flint.1 3 

The study found a very low rate of recidivism among divertees while on 

probation and during follow-up periods ranging from 27 to 36 months. Less 

than 1% (0.8) were convicted of felony offenses; 6% of misdemeanors; 7% of 

traffic offenses. One fourth of the sample experienced arrest, but a preponder

ance of these were for traffic offenses \11% out of 26%) and only a fifth o~ 

felony charges (5% out of 26%). 

A fLlrther findi.ng was that only 6% of the divertees were cited for pro

. bation vi,olation and recommended for further prosecutoria1 action. The 6% 
I 

is of cases supervised in a year. Violators made up from 9 to 14% of termina

tions in the years 1971-1973. In 1974 this dropped to 3%, but violators included 

pnly those committing new offenses. A change in policy classified technical 

violators as voluntary withdrawals; statistically, this lumped them with cases 

not accepted into the program. An estimate of the number of those indicated 

a .vio1ation per termination rate of 9%, tM same as in 1973 .. 1" 

It is interesting that these re-arrest rates are very close to the figur~s 

on prior arrests of persons coming into the program; 27% had a prior arrest, 

11% as juveniles and 16% as adults. Under intake policies it is unlikely that 

any had a prior felony conviction or that very many had extensive arrest his

tories. 

Thus the program was dealing, as intet:)ded, with a group, most of whom 

had minimal criminal records and resumed an apparently crime-free life follow

ingarrest and diversion. Sixty percent of a sample studied were not referred 

to community agencies for help. A similar proportion were in school or had 
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finished at least high school. Only 17% wer-e "economically deprived." The 

question might be (and has been) raise& 5 as to whether the pretrial proba

tion program was not, for many of them, more interventionary and costly than 

the facts justified. (Program staff would maintain otherwise, pointing to 

the average of an hour a month of counseling time per case, which means that 

some cases received and apparently needed much more than this. IS ) 

The program entails agreement by the defendant to "ace '~pt moral responsi

biliti' for the crime; pay a service fee of $100 (un1es.s this is waived because 

of his circumstances); in some cases (16%) to pay restitution;i 7 accept pro

bation supervision for up to a year (average time about seven months); and, 

become invoJved in a cl)ntractual relationship with the agency to participate 

in recommended rehabil'itative programs or carrJ; out other steps to improve 

day-to-day functioning} B 

In r.eturn, along wli th any benefi ts deri ved from servi ces, the defendant 

has a 90% chance of avoiding prosecution and assurance that efforts will be 

made to expunge his arr£~st record. (The Perlman study reflected positive feelings 

to\'Ja'rd the program by a 1 arge majori ty of parti ci pants.) 

Costs. Public costs are modest and possibly canceled by savings. Case

loads are comparatively high, 89 in 1973. (See note ,li.) Fees defray about 15% 

of total program costs and 25% of county general fund expenditures. (Revenue 

sharing covered 38% of costs in 1974.19 ) In 1971 costs per case were estimated 

at a low $65.00. This had risen to about $160 in 1974 ($90 of county genera1 

funds) . 

There are at least "theoretical" sav'jngs on the part of police, prosecutor, 

indigent defense, courts, and corrections. How much is saved, however, is 

di ffi cul t to know, si nce how many of the di vertees woul d. be proceeded agai nst 
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and what would be entailed in the way of court appearances, trials, and final 

dispositions are spe'culative matters. Moreover, the savings quite probably are 

not in fewer dollars spent but in more intensive use of already funded resources. 

A Question. It is conceivable - although again speculative - that a sub

stantial proportion of these defendants might have been dismissed by police, 

prosecutor, or judge with a reprimand and warning and not been "heard from 

again!! by the criminal justice system. In other words, a somewhat elaborate 

system of screening, supervision, and services has been created to accomplish 

a purpose which could possibly, in large part, be achieved much more simply 

and expeditiously. -'About 10% of referrals are dismissed without entering 

the program on the basis of a CPA recomme~ation to the Prosecutor following 

initial evaluation. 20
) 

The Citizens Probation Authority is not unique as an illustration of this 

phenomenon in criminal justice operations. These, after all,.reflect the con

crete results of our efforts to reflect, in practice, the conflicting purposes 

expressed in criminal and penal law and the conflicting influences which affect 

enforcement policies. If less interventionary pr.actices were emphasized in 

Flint, it is by no means inconceivable that (1) the pretrial probation program 

would·atrophy·and disappear; (2) substantially fewer diversions would take 

place; (3) criminal justice costs would rise and, at higher cost, neither the 

community nor defendants would be better served. 

Marihuana Cases. In 1972 the program spun off a separate project for 

youthful marihuana charge arrestees. This operates under the umbrella of the 

county drug abuse agency. It is similar in nature to the California ~.c. 1000 

progl~am described below, except that the court is not involved and program 
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entry occurs within a few days rather than several weeks, as in California. 21 

Before considering other more specialized programs, two other programs, 

more or less comparable with those in Dade and Genessee Counties, will be briefly 

reviewed to point up additional variations in organization and practice. 

Operation Midway'.22 This program" has been in operation in Nassau County, 

New York, since 1971. It also concentrates on felony defendants. Like Genesee 

County's, its services and delivery systems are closely comparable to those 

of a progressive probation program - except that caseloads are kept smaller. 

Unlike either Genesee or Dade County programs, the service agency is a unit 

of the county probation department - and referrals are all "initiated by dli!fense 

counsel and require approval of the judge at arraignment. Somewhat like the 

Dade County program, some cases, despite successful participation, are. not 

dismissed, but the diversion unit's report may result in probation or some 

lesser disposition at time of sentence. 

These arrangements give rise to questions of attention to defendant legal 

rights (e.g., in relation to release of project information to prosecutor or 

court in advance of guilt determination). At the same time, with defense 

counsel involved from the outset and at all decision points, objections may 

be pretty well anticipated. 

San Bernardino County, California. Somewhat similarly a unit of the county 

probation department in San Bernardino was involved in a pretrial diversion 

program from the spring of 1973 until March" 1976. This differed from Nassau 

County's in several ways. About two-thirds (68%) of the participants were 

misdemeanants {71% of all arr~sts in the County during 1973 were for misde

meanors}. The judiciary had no involvement in case selection. As with Genesee 

County the decision was made at or shortly after the point of arrest by the 

prosecutor. 
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A deputy prosecutor screened cases to weed out those not to be filed on 

and those ineligible because of seriousness of offense or record. Probation 

staff evaluated the remainder and made a recommendation as to diversion to the 

prosecutor. He had final authority on this and on subsequent decisions to 

"no paper" the successful cases and reinstitute proceedings where the client 

was re-arrested or violated other diversion conditions. 

There was no necessary involvement of defense counsel. If an indigent 

defendant wished advice of counsel before applying for the program. the pro

bation office arranged this. Statistics indicate that practically all defen

dants did have counsel. 

There was no admission of guilt or general requirement of acceptance of 

moral responsibility for the crime. But in cases involving a victim,restitu

tion, up to the defendant1s ability to pay, was an ordinary condition of di

version. No problems were occasioned by this provision and no program viola

tions were based on failure to make restitution. 

Caseloads' were kept comparatively small (up to 50 cases) and clients were 

treated differentially as to level of supervision and service. Ordinarily 

one year was the maximum period of supervision; median stay was nine months. 

A quite thorough evaluation was bui.lt into this LEAA-funded project. 

Findings were generally favorable as to low recidivism rates and evident bene

fits to many clients. At the same time it was not possible to establish cost 

effectiveness. Lacking a control group, it was difficult to be certain what 

would have happened to divertees had the program not been available. There 

is reason to believe, however, that many of them would not have eNded up in 

the formal probation caseloads of the county. In fact, at least for the pro-
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bation department, the program generated no savings to offset its costs. In 

any event, when the LEAA funds ran out, the County Supervisors did not see 
.2.3. 

fit to continue the program out of local funds. 

Drug Diversion 

In this general category, two rather different classes of defendants can 

be distinguished: (1) the minor situational offender against drug control 

1 aws who, typi ca l1y, fs not dependent on or often even experi enced wi th drugs 

such as heroin; (2) the person who is dependent on a hard dr~~g and who more 

often than not is arrested on a charge other than a drug offense and frequently 

has a record of prior serious convictions. 

The diversionary approaches and options differ quite a bit for both. cate

gories. Two types of programs illustrate rather "pure" models, illustrating 

these differences. It should be kept in mind that defendants from either of 

the two categories, especially minor drug law violators, may be dealt with 

in either the vocationally oriented or the less specialized diversion programs 

which have been described. Recall, for example, that minor drug offenders 

represented a substantial percentage clf ·Dade County diversion cases and that 

arrangements existed for transfer of drug dependent persons from the pretrial 

intervention agency to a drug treatment agency. 

P.C. 1000. Section 1000 of the Califot:'nia Penal Code, 'enacted in 1972 

and amended in 1975, provides for diversion of persons charged with any of 

several drug possession offenses and a f,:;w other specified offenses indicative 

of drug use. Excluded from consideration are persons with prior drug offense 

convictions, those whose currenboffense involved violence, former parole or 
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probation violators, fonner drug offense IIdivertees,1I those where evidence 

indicates trafficking in drugs, and those convicted of a felony within the 

last five years. 24 

Eligibility screening is by the District AttorneY5 to determine if the 

individual appears to meet statutory requirements. If he does, he is offered 

the opportunity to waive his ri.ght to a speedy trial and apply for diversion. 

Those who a~ply are referred to the county probation department for suitab;J ity 

screening. Results are reported to the court. None of the investigative find

ings may be used prosecutorially. The court makes the final selection, in 

the process assuring itself of the informed and voluntary agreement of the 

defendant. 

For those approved, further criminal proceedings are suspended for a mini

mum of six months and maximum of two years, with progress reports to the court 

required at six-month intervals. Participation in some prescribed drug edu

catianor treatment program is a standard condition of diversion. A new ar

rest leading to conviction of a felony or misdemeanor reflecting a IIpropensity 

for violence ll during the diversion period will result in reinstatement of the 

original charge, following a court hearing. Satisfactory completion of the 

drug education or treatment program - in the absence of such a new arrest and 

conviction - will result in dismissal of charges. Disposition of those not 

charged and convicted of new crimes but who fail to complete their ed[lcation 

or treatment program is 1 eft fi rst to the judge IS di screti on and then to the 

prosecutor, where the judge refers the cases to him. 

Expungement of the record is not provided, but the statute authorizes 

the successful divertee to deny the arrest with impunity and forbids any uSe 
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of the arrest record, without his consent in any way which would deny him 

flemp1oyment~--benefit, license, or certificate. 1I 

The legislation of which P.C. 1000 was originally a part (S.B. 714, 1972) 

also included provisions related to drug treatment planning and services at 

the state and county level and authorized state subsidization of local drug 

education and treatment programs upon submission of county plans. This ties 

in with federal legislation providing subsidy funds to states for drug treat-

ment programs. 

Impact. This legislation gave ~ise to a massive, state-wide diversion 

program (administered at the county level), which has been rather well tracked 

statistically and subjected to numerous evaluative studies. In 1974 there 

were 130,000 arrests in the state for all types of drug offenses. "Prosecutor 

filings probably ran about 105,000. Of these some 35,000 were found technically 

eligible for diversion when-screened by the prosecutor, and 30,329 of these 

were diverted, a sizeable 23% of the arrestees. (In marihuana cases alone, 

it is estimated that 48% of all filings culminated in diversion.) The state

wide case1oad, as of December 31, 1974, was 25,345. 

Success of the program, judged by dismissal of charges, has been high .' 

86% of all terminationsduring 1973 and 1974. Less than 4% of defendants were 

removed because of new offenses and only 2% absconded. An additional 8% were 

reported to the court for fai1ur~ to complete programs to which they were re

ferred. Most cases. are terminat2d, incidentally, at the time of the first 

six month review. 2s 

Varying Arrangements. Programs differ from county to county. In all 

counties the probation department handles 'initial evaluation of referred cases, 

keeps track of those diverted, I-and. submits reports and recommendations to 
\ ' l ' • 
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the court. In some counties (Alameda, 1975, for example) most if not all di

verteesreceive such drug education and treatment as they get from probation 

staff. In others, probation staff .refer the clients to various community agen

cies foY! services - agencies which probation has evaluated and with which it 

maintains direct contact in each casaD 

A third pattern Wi::!. +"und in Sacramento and San Diego Counties. Probation 

refers all cases to a county drug treatment agency. The agency determines 

the nature and level of service appropriate in each case. It may then provide 

the service directly or arr'ange for it with (usually private) community agen

cies, with which purchase of service contracts have been completed. The county 

drug agency keeps track of clients and makes progress reports to probatio~, 

which in turn reports to the court. Obviously, this arrangement results in 

the lowest costs to the criminal justice system. Total public costs may be 

more, but this may be associated with higher quality and more expertly eval

uated and selected service programs. 

In some instances (Santa Clara County, 1975) the divertee pays for his 

own service. This can result in over-use of the least costly programs, with 

perhaps more concern for the client's financial cir'cumstances than the nature 
! 

and depth of his treatment needs. 26 

Evaluation. Several evaluative studies have been done or are in process. 

1. A post-program recidivism study is underway by the State Bureau of 

Criminal Statistics and should be available during the summer of 1976. 
27 

2. A cost-effectiveness study was done by Touche Ross, Inc. It pOints 

LIp a fact which had come to our attention earlier' - which is that probation 

department costs were increased by the program. One might think thi$should 

not occur - that investigative and supervisory time spent on diversion cases 
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would be largely offset by reductions in work in the post-trial stage. As 

it turns out, many of the kinds of cases diverted were not, in the past, heavily 

represented in pre·,sentence investigation and probation case1oads. Either 

their cases were dismissed; acquittals were gained; or they were fined or given 

suspended sentences without benefit of a pre-sentence investigation. 

3 •. A comprehensive evaluation was done .of the P.C. 1000 program in Orange 
28 

County during 1974. Findings and conclusions included these: 

• Law enforcement officials were less than happy with diversion, 

since it reduced their opportunities to find out more about drug 

supply sources fi'om defendants. 

• Diversion occurred at approximately the "state average" level -

25% of arrestees. 

• The majority of d'ivertees did not abstilin from use of marihuana 

either while in the program or subsequently, although many reported 

reduced and more circumspect use. (Much more positive results 
29 

on this point were reported in another study. 

• Far from the ideal of early entry, following arrest, into a ser

vice program - from eight to twelve weeks elapsed from arrest to 

court decision to divert. 

• In response to a burgeoning workload, the year before diversion 

(1972) the district attorney introduced changes which substantially 

reduced processing time in drug offense cases. For example, filings 

were reduced and most prosecutions were for misdemeanors. In addi-

tion, both in 1972 and earlier, courts had rarely requested pre

sentence reports and only occas"ionally used formal probation in 

the kinds of cases covered in the diversion statute. As a conse-
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quence, diversion made only a limited reduction in prosecutor

court workload, using 1972 as a base year. It greatly increased 

probation's workload and there was also an increase for the public 

defender . 

• Divertees experienced fewer arrests and convictions 1 in a comparable 

time, than similar cases during the two years prec,eding diversion ... 

Since the percentages of convictions were uniformly low (2%, 5%, 

and 7%), not too much can be made of this. Still it is not incon

sistent with positive sentiments which divertees expressed about 

the various drug education and treatment programs in which they 

took part. 

The report concluded with the comment that study findings lent s~pport 

to then current proposals for decriminalization of marihuana possession. 

4. In January, 1974, the California State Drug Abuse Prevention Advisory 

Council issued ~ report on a survey of facts and opinions of judges, distritt 

attorneys, and probation officers on how the new law was being implemented and 

what changes should be considered. Overall opinion was positive and programs 

had been implemented in all but two rural counties. The survey elicited a 

great de.!l of information and suggestions; these led to drafting of several 

suggested amendments to P.C. 1000. The legislature did not, however, adopt 

these, pt~nding further experience with the act and the effects of legislation 

then in the mill to reduce sanctions on marihuana possession. (A couple were 

adopted in the 1975 extension of the original act.)29 

Trends. In many counties cases were more or less dichotomized into "prob

lem free," situational offenders with little or no service needs and persons 

with multiple problems, including varying levels of drug dependency. The range 
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in proportion of "problem free ll cases reflected quite variant perceptions by 

probation staff from county to county - e.g., 20% in one county and up to 75% 

in others. The less troubled cases, in at least one instance, were not referred 

for or provided services, but only ~onitored as to the issue of new arrests 

and convictions. In other counties they were referred to short term, often 

fair,ly superficial educational programs, and in one they were involved in com

munity service tasks - dOing volunteer work in social and recreational agen-

ci es. 30 

Penalties for possessing small amounts of marihuana were reduced as of 

January 1,1976 (maximum of $100 fine, which could be forfeited without court 

appearance, subject to agreement of local authorities). In anticipation of 

this, marihuana arrests - and diversions- fell off in 1975. After peaking 

at 3,000 cases a month at the end of 1974, diversions fell to an IJstimated 

1,500 in January~ 1976. The drop was in marihuana offense cases. Other drug 

offense cases increased, however, especially in some counties. It appeared 

in the spring of 1976 that the program 5 more and more, was beginning to serve 

people with more serious drug dependency as well as other problems - and that 

many of the minor marihuana possession cases were either not being cited at 

all or were opting to pay their fines. In "~ort, with quasi-decriminalization 

of marihuana possession, the P.C. 1000 program appeared to be moving more toward 

the objectives of the TASC program, discussed below. Given statutory boundaries 

and constraints it can only go part',way in this direction, however'. 31 

TASe. "rt,e emergence .of diversion programs in recent years resulted 

in deveiopment of a potentially quite effective approach to case selection, 

resource mobilization, service referral, and monitoring. The system has appli

cation beyond the area of di'vers;on, as will be developed later. The practices 
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represent key elements in a diversion program for drug-dependent persons which 

is called TASC (Treatment Alternatives for Street Crime.) 'ft 

The idea of TASC was to i.dentify, at an early point, arrestees (on any 

charge) who are dependent on drugs, primarily heroin .but also cocaine and pre~ 

scription drugs. The purpose was to try to engage them immediately following 

arrest in services which might help them overcome their drug dependency. Faced 

with the p~nal consequences'of this addiction-related ~rime, they might be in

terested - especially if drug treatment is associated with some disposition 

less than a prison sentence. 

The TASC program has not been limited to selecting candidates for pretrial 

diversion, although this was a chief original goal. It also serves to gain 

conditional pretrial release for some defendants not selected for diversion -

one condition being participation in a drug treatment program. It advocates 

probation, conditioned on participation in drug treatment, for convicted offend

ers. In one instance (Dade County, Florida), the progrc\m provides drug treat

ment servi ces for. persons confi ned - for both unsentencea pri soners in the 

County jail and those serving sentences in a county corl"ectional facility for 

sentenced mi sdemeanants. 32 

With exception of the institutional programs just cited~ TASC does not 

provide drug treatment services. Rather, for those approved for diversion, 

pretrial release, or probation, it arranges for treatment by some eXisting com

munity agency. It then monitors the service provided as well as the client's 

performance and keeps the court (or prosecutor or probation department) advised. 

To the end of the latter purpose it operates an information (tracking) system 

to show what occurs in the case of each person originally screened until he 

moves outside the purview of TASC's concerns (imprisoned, discharged, leaves 

* Sponsored and presently funded by the LEAA. 
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jurisidction, etc.). The tracking system serves both in individual case monitor:'

ing and in generation of periodic stat"istical reports for use in evaluating TASC 

operations, the efficiency of decislons: made, and how effectively they are imple

mented~ 

In order to have adequate outlets for cltents it serves, TASC devotes 

substantial attention to mobilizing, evaluating, and if need be, helping to 

generate community resources for rehabilitation of drug-dependent offenders. 

The.TASC model has been adopted by this p~oject as one which can be ap

plied to arrestees generally - whether involved with drugs or not. (Volume 5.)· 

Evaluations of TASC programs, with a few exceptions,have been rather favor

able. That is, they are found to do a good job of early identification of pros-· 

pective candidates for drug treatment; have been responsible for increased use 

of conditional pretrial release, diversion, and/or probation with these offender 

groups; and have had success in promoting drug-free adjustment and reduced re

cidivism on the part of an appreciable number of clients. Criticisms of some 

programs have included failure to screen all arrestees, unnecessarily costly 

and time consuming screening procedures, failure to develop effective relation

ships within the criminal justice community, and failure to mobilize sufficient 

community resources to meet identified treatment needs. One evaluation of five 
33 

-rAse operations concludes with a proposed model program. 

Program Development 

Because of the range of possibilities for diversion policies and practices, 

it was not considered feasible to try to present i.n this publication the kind 

of specific guidelines., manuals, forms, etc. which were included in Volume 2 

in relation to citation and pretrial release. In these three chapters an 

effort has been made to lay o.ut basic policy issue:., variations in program 
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structure and administrative a~rangement6, and a broqd selection of prospective 

target groups, for diversion, Additional informatlon thqt may prove useful in 

diversion prtJgram development will be found tn Vol ume 5, which deal s with com

parative costs of jail ing and varlous al ternatives and with organizational 

arrangements and personnel requirements for a full range of alternative programs. 
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VOLUME 3 CHAPTER NOTES 

Chapter I 

1 For a recent critical review of literature on adverse effects of exposure 

to criminal justice processes ("labeling theory) see DeShane, Blake, and Gibbons, 

"Background Paper: Juvenile Diversion: Issues and Strategies," Portland, 

Portland State University, 1975. 

For critiques of correctional program effectiveness see: 

Lipton, Martinson, and Wilks, liThe Effectiveness of 

Correctional Treatment - A Survey of Treatment Evaluation 

Studies," Springfield, Praeger, 1975. 

Robert Martinson, "What works? Q4estions and answers about 

prison reform. 1I The'public Interest, Spring 1974, p. 22. 

2 A chief point here is that through use of personal resources for legal 

assistance, expert witnesses, and to pay for such services as alcohol, drug, 

or mental health treatment, affluent persons may either win acquittals or ar->' 

range for dismissal or suspension of charges in favor of an alternative arrange

ment such as hospitalization. A formal, publicly financed diversion program 

will help equalize the enforcement of the law to the extent that indigent de

fendants benefit from it. 

3 National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 

report, Correctio~, Chapter 3. 

4 See note ~ and: 

National District Attorney's Association, "A Prosecutorls 

Manual on Screening and Diversion Programs," Chicago, undated. 
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Roberta Rovner-Pieczeni k,. "Pretri a1 Intervention Strat,egies: 

An Evaluation of Policy-Related Research and Policy-Maker 

Perceptions," Washington, D.C., Amertcan Bar Association, 

November 1974, pp. 143-148. 

National Pretrial Intervention Center of the ABA Commis

s;on on Correctional Facilities and Services, "Pretria1 Criminal 

Justice Intervention Techniques and Action Programs," Washington, 

D.C., American Bar Association, May 1974. 

National Pretrial Intervention Center of the ABA Commis

sion on Correctional Faci'lities ,,and Services, "Legal Issues and 

Characteristics of Pretrial Intervention Programs,1I Wa~hington, 

D.C., American Bar Association, 1974. 

National Pretrial Intervention Center of the ABA Commis

sion on Correctional Facilities and Services, "Source Book in 

Pretrial Criminal Justice Intervention Techniques and Action 

Programs, Washington, D.C., American Bar Association, 1974. 

H~rvey S. Per1eman and Peter A. Jaszi, ilLegal Issues in 

Addict Diversion: A Technical Analysis, Washington, D.C., 

Drug Abuse Council Inc. and ABA Commission in Correctional 

Facilities and Services, 1975. 

Raymond T. Nimmer, "Diversion: The Search for Alternative 

Forms of Prosecution,1I Chicago, American Bar Foundation, 1974. 

Harlow, Weber, and Cohen, "Diversion from the Criminal 

Justice System," Rockville, Md., National Institute of Mental 

Health, 1971. (PHS Pub. #2129). 

Joan Mullen, "Pretrial Intervention," Cambridge, Mass., AI3T 

Associates, Inc., July 1974. 
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Joan Mullen, "Pretrial Services: An Evaluation of Policy

Related Research," Cambridge, Mass., ABT Associates, Inc., 

December 1974. 

"Comparative Evaluation of Five TASC Pfograms,1I Bethesda, 

Md., System Sciences, Inc., June 1974. 

Myers, Miller, and Geis~ liThe Value of Drug Diversion (in 

Orange County, California),11 Santa Ana, Calif., Drug Program 

Coordination Office, August 1974. 

Will i am J. Gorse and Nancy J. Beran, "The Community Cri mi na 1 

Justice System of lincoln,1I Columbus, Ohi'o, Ohio State University, 

1973. 

New York State Supreme Court, IIDiversion from the Criminal 

Justice Process: An Alternative to Trial and Incarceration," 

N.Y. State Departmental Committees for Court Administration, 

Appellate Divisions, First and Second Judicial Departments, 1975. 

T~ addition, the following papers: 

Franklin E. Zimring, "Measuring the impact' of pretrial diversion 

from the criminal justice system," University of Chicago law Review, 

Winter 1974, p. 224. 

Sheldon Portman, IIDiversion from the criminal justice system," 

Paper presented September 25, 1974, to Issues in Justice Seminar by 

NCCJ in San Jose, Calif. 

Jamie S. Gorlick, "Pretrial diversion: The threat of expanding 

social control," Harvard Ciyil Rights and Civil liberties Law Review, 

Vol., 10, no. 1, 1975, p. 180. 

Jacobson and Marsha'll, IIDefender-operated diversion - meeting 

requirements of the defense function," NtADA Briefcase, June 1975. 
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Chapter II 

1 Pretrial probation program, District Attorney's Office, Albuquerque, 

New Mexico. 

2 Rovner-Pieczenik, "Pretria1 Intervention Strategies,it Op.ci~. supra 

note 4, Chapter 1. 

3 National Pretrial Intervention Center, "Sourcebook in Pretrial Inter-

vention," Op~cit. supra note 4, Chapter 1 

4 LEAA has funded a study of the effects of training for police officers in 

crisis intervention. The report is not yet available as this is written, but 

preliminary indications are quite favorable. Ann M. Watkins, "Cost Analysis of 

Correctional Standards: Pretrial Diversion," Washington, D.C., ABA Correctional 

Economics Center, October 1975, p. 46, note 4. 

5 Descriptive material and internal statistical report supplied by Sacramento 

Police Department. 

6 Conflict, March 1975. (Publication of Institute for Mediation and Conflict 

Resolution, 49 East 68th Street, New York City, 10021.) 

1 See Note 1, Chapter II. 

S "Study on Deferred Prosecution" and "Deferred Acceptance of a Guilty Plea," 

A Prosecutor's Manual on Screening and Diversion Programs" Op.cit. supra note 4, 

Chapter I . 

9 The California Bureau of Criminal Statistics has issued a number of reports 

on this program over the past two years. One dated August 1975, "Penal C.ode 

Section 1000: The Drug Offender DiVersion Pr,ogr.am," sets forth the law and 

summarize£ data on its implementation state-wide during 1973 and 1974. 

lQ. liThe St. Louis Detoxification and Di,agnostic Evaluation Center," Project 

Report" Washington, D.C., LEAA, undated, p. 87. 

11 Interview with staff, Citizens probation Authority, Genesee County, Mich • 
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J1. Op.cit. supra note 4~ Chapter 1. (Mullen, IlPretrial Intervention" and 

"Pretria1 Services;" and Rovner-Pieczenik, "Pretria1 Intervention Strategies.") 

Chapter III 

1 "Citizen Dispute Settlement: An Exemplary Project, II Washington, D.C., 

LEAA, 1974. 

2 California State Penal Code, Section 849 B(2). Practices cited were 

reported by jail officials in Sacramento and San Diego. 

3 Interview with James B. Droege, Director, Pretrial Services Agency of 

Marion County Municipal Court (Indianapolis). 

4 liThe St. Louis Detoxification and Diagnostic Evaluation Center,JI Op.cit 

supra note 10, Chapter II. 

Charles W. Weis, "Diversion of the Public Inebriate from the Criminal 

Justice System," ~Jashington, D.C.,LEAA, September 1973. 

HalT111er, Benjamin, and Jacobs, IIA Practical Manual for County Officials on 

the Treatment of Alcoholism,1I Washington, D.C., National Association of Counties 

Research Foundation, .1975. 

5 Nationally, 13.5% of all adult arrests in 1974 were for drunk dri~ing 

(F.B.I., IICrime in the U.S. - 1974," Table 34, p. 186). In California such 

arrests totaled 27% of adult arrests in 1973 and exceeded public intoxication 

arrests in some counties. California Bureau of Criminal Statistics, IICrime 

and Delinquency in California - 1973,11 Sacramento, 1974. 

6 Information supplied by Presiding Judge Roger A. Galston~ Phoeni~ City 

Court. 

7 National Commission for Children and Youth, nproject Crossroads," New 

York, 1971; Vera Institute of Justice, IIPretrial Intervention: The Manhattan 

Court Employment Project," New York, 1972. 



8 IIPre-rial Intervention," Op.tit. supra note 4, Chapter 1. 

9 Discussions with and materials supplied by Richard Ross, Project Inter-

cept Director, San Jose. (Project was also one of those covered in Joan Mullen 

study,' Ibid.) 

10 Tully McCrea and Don Gottfredson, "Guide to Improved Handling of Misdemeanant. 

Offenders: Prescriptive Package,1I Washington, D.C., LEAA, January 1974. 

11 Discussions with several Hennepin County officials during site visit in 

spring 1975, with some subsequent correspondence and phone contacts. 

12 Discussions with Director Peterson and staff during site visit, spring 

1975. Re~iew of materials supplied by Mr. Peterson, including agency policy 

and procedure manual, evaluation reports, and agency reports covering 1972-74 

and 1975. 

13 Except as otherwise noted (or referring to events or data since spring 

1972) the factual and statistical material in this section is documented 'in 

Ellis Perlman, IIDeferred Prosecution and Criminal Justice: Case Study of the 

Genesee County Citizens Probation Authority," Flint, Mich., University of 

Michigan, July 1972. (As published in IIA Prosecutor's Manual on Screening and 

Diversion Programs," Op.cit supra note 4, Chapter 1.) 

14 CPA statistical report for period 1965-1974, supplied by James Wright, 

Director. 

15 Joan Mullen, IIPretria1 Services,"·Op.tit. supra note 4, Chapter VIII, p. 27 

16 CPA Counselor Caseload Report, 1973, supplied by Mr. Wright. (Also docu-

mented jn study identified in note 13 above.) 

17 Restitution policies and procedures are set forth in an official statement 

issued by District Attorney Leonard and entitled Restitution Policy of the 

Citizens Probation Authority and the Genesee County Prosecuting Attorney. 
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18 Detailed and il"lustrated guidelines for use of the contract approach in 

supervising CPA clients are set forth in em agency memo of September 19,1974. 

Figures taken from Genesee County Bu.dget Document for 1974. 

Taken from statistical report identified in note 14. 

19 

'20 

21 Program is described in an undated statement by District Attorney Leonard 

entitled IIGenesee Cnunty Citizens Drug Diversion Authority.1I 

22 Project staff did not directly study Operation Midway. The description 

here is based on material in Mullen, Op.cit. supra note 15, p. 28. 

23 Cased on discussions with th~ originai program director, Dennis Williams, 

then of San Bernardino County Probation Department, and other staff, and 

materials supplied by them, including detailed program statistics and a series 

of evaluation reports. 

24 See California Statutes" Penal Code, Section lOaD, as amended 1975 ses-

sian. 

25 Statistical report on P.C. 1000 Diversion Program~ dated November 1975,·· 

issued by State Office of Narcotics and Drug Abuse, Sacramento 95814. 

26 California State Office of Narcotics and Drug Abuse, "Education, Treatment, 

or Rehabilitation: Drug Offender Diversi6n Programs in California,II·Sacramento, 

November 1975. 

27 Touche Ross, IIImpact Study of Drug Diversion~~' (Conducted for the State 

of California Off~ce of Narcotics and Drug Abuse), Sacramento, March 1976. 

« 

This study indicated an average cost per diversion of $405 and of successful 

completions (85%' rate) of $477. Processing costs used up the larger share of 
. "''-.:' 

the expenditures, as the chart followt:ng reflects. 
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Processing Supervision 
Costs' & Service Costs Total 

District Attorney $ 95 $ 95 
, Public Defender 50 50 
Courts '20 20 
Probation* 70 ,$ 70 140 
Drug Coordinator & Programs 100 100 

TOTAL $235 $170** $405 

*Breakdown of costs between processing alld serv1ces as our estimate. The 
total annual cest per case reported was $280. Since average. stay in the 
program was six months, we ,reduced this to $140. 

**Average daily cost for supervision and services 93¢ -- if probation process
ing is included il.12. 

_, ,r 
The study compared statistfcs and costs for severalagencfes in thE: vari-

n ous counties of the state for the pre-diversion periods 1911-72,'with the 

period 1973q75. Data oelow were based on findings in 19 larger counties. 

A\"rests increased by 16%. There is some opinion but n() firm documenta

tion of the belief that police made more arrests than they ,1(iou1d have'in the 

absence of diversion. Complaints filed -y district attorneys increased 40%, .,. 

reversing a previous sharp decline in prosecutions for less serious drug law 

violations. Effects on courts were inconsistent -- with reductions in hearings 

and costs in some counties, increases in others. One purpose of ~he 1egisla

tion was evidently not served -- that is, to "unclog" the calendars of the 

State's courts. Similar efforts were reported for public defender offices. 

The chief impact of the new program, in terms of public ser~ice costs, 

was on county probation departments and, in some counties,' on newly established 

drug treatment coordination offices. Probation departments made 150% more 

inves~igations in cases of this type than in 'the previous period -- when fewer 

cases were prosecuted and, of those prosecuted, comparatively few resulted in 
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presentence investigation requests. The same applied to probation department 

supervision costs. In 1971-72, typically, prosecutions of this type resulted 

in guilty pleas at arraignment and sUJmlary sentencing to a fine and/or suspended 

sentence. Under diversion, prob-ation departmetns provided services ranging from 

referral and monitoring to close supervision and special counseH,ng p~ograms .• 

Total probation department cos~s for this ca~egory of case went from $4.6 

million per year in 1971-72 to $10.3 million in 1973-75. 

As to county drug agencies, in eleven of the nineteen largest counties, 

$1.3 million in new (state-provided) expenditures were made in connection wh:tJ 
:; 

P.C. 1000 diversion. (In some counties the probat\ion departments did not make 

referrals to the drug agencies -- but either provi\~ed all services themselves, 

or made referrals directly to private drug education and treatment programs~) 

'28 Myers, Miller, and Geis, IIValue of Drug Diver'sion in Orange County;; California,", 

Santa Ana, Drug Program Coordination Office, August 26, 1914. 

29 California State Drug Abuse Prevention and Advisory Council, IIDrug Offender 

Diversion in California: The First Year of Penal Code 1000,11 prfapared by Robert 

Berke and Michael Dillard, Sacramento, State of California Health and Welfare 

Agency, Januar,y 1974. 

30 IIEducation, Treatment, or Rehabilitation," Oe.cit. g,upra note 26. 

31 Joint Newsletter, California Department of Health and State Office of 

Narcotics and Drug Abuse, April 1976. 

'32 Staff interviews, program doscription and statistical material supplied by 

staff. Copy of evaluation report submitted by ABT Associates to LEftA January 

1975, which found the program to be very well run, but expressed reservations 

about possible dangers to client civil liberties (issue of confidentiality of 

information), about lack of sUfficient data for sound evaluation, and about, the 

possibility of racial discrimination in dispositions (but was not sufficiently 

complete to permit interpretation). 
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(This was one of sev~r~J TASC programs visited by project staff: and in 

each instance TAse officials impressed us by their cOJ1llTlitment, youthful en~rgy, 

and knowledge about drug problems. Sites included Indianapolis, Albuquerque, 

San Diego, a~d San Jose.) 

33 System Sciences, Inc., "Comparative Analysis of Five TASC Pr,ograms," 

Bethesda, Md., June "1974. 

Evaluation report on Indianapolis TASC by NCCD Research Center, Davis, 

California, 1973. 

Evaluation reports by three organizations covering 34 TASe programs re

sulted in favorable findings, according to an LEAA announcement published in 

the NCCDis Criminal Justice Newsletter of March 1, 1975. The announcement also 

reported that of eight programs reaching the end of the LEAA support period 

six are being continued by local governments (Austin,. Dayton, Cleveland, 

Alameda and Marin Counties in California, and Phi1adelphi'a). 

Fro additional information on TASC programs tbe best single source is 

Mr. Peter Regner, Narcotics and Drug Abuse Program Coordinator, Office of 

Regional Oper~t;ons, LEAA, 633 Indiana Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20531. 

For an informative study of effects of a variety of drug treatment pro

grams, see George Nash, liThe Impact of Drug Abuse Treatment Upon Criminality: 

A Look at 19 Programs," Montclair, N.J., Montclair State College, December 1973. 
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